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ABSTRACT

A general review of computational

techniques employed in predicting struct-

ural response and the utilization of
computers in the design of ships is pre-
sented In this paper. The availability,
applications, restrictions and merits of
some popular computer programs are dis-
cussed. EmDhasis Is Dlaced on the cor-
relation bei.ween theo~etlcal and experi-
mental results, the deviation of stress
distribution from linearity, and struc-
tural optimization techniques. Points
of interest are illustrated by EraDhs
and examples. Recommendations ~or”fu-
ture items of research are also presen-
ted.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to
present a survey of several aspects of
structural analysis and design of ship
structures. Exist in!zmaterial is ure–
sented from many sou~ces; this acc;unts
for the use of different unit systems
and different symbols. Many portions
are adapted from references, which
should be consulted for additional de-
tails and background.

This paper consists of three parts.
The first part deals with structural
resuonse and includes commutation tech-
niq~es, correlation of theoretical and
experimental results, influence of ini-
tial distortions and examples of computer
results interpretation. The second part
deals with comDuter-aided deslrm Droee-
dures and incl~des ship charac~er?stics
and stability, design loads, structural
configuration and scantlings, structural
optimization and computer graphics. The
third part presents some conclusions and
recommendations, giving a summary of the
current status and recommended research
projects.

STRUCTURAL RESPONSE

Computation Techniques

nic
Background. The advent of electro-

digital computers in conjunction

with the mathematical formulation of
matrix methods has resulted in a vast
spectrum of commercially available com–
puter programs capable of performing
structural analyses of varying degrees
of complexity.

Obviously there is an inherent
hierarchy among these computer programs
oi- systems softwares At first there
were the simple beam-rod programs,
offering tremendous flexibility to the
user as far as describing his problem
and determining his mode of analytical
solution (stiffness against flexibility
methods, finite differences, etc ),
capable of handling large frames, trus-
ses or grid structures. More experien-
ced users of these systems were able,
with some Ingenuity, to extend the
capabilities of these programs to handle
certain problems involving plates.

The success which these earlier
releases achieved spurred an even more
overwhelming interest by the various
engineering disciplines toward the use
and capabilities of the matrix formula–
tion of engineering problems. An even
greater Interest was Induced when cer–
tain United States government agencies
realized that the programs then avail-
able were Incapable of handling their
more s,ophistlcated analyses. Regular
conferences and seminars were held and
led to widespread dissemination of in-
formation on topics including the dev-
elopment of general matrix formulation
theory for static and dynamic structural
analyses, buckling problems, transfer
matrix formulation, finite difference
schemes and the finlte element method.

L3eam-Frame Approximations. The
earliest structural analysis computer
programs, such as STRESS and the initiai
versions of STRUDL, were limited to
truss and beam elements to represent a
complex structure. This required the
idealization of platin8 by a combination
cf rods and beams, using an effective
width of plating associated with stiff-
eners, taking into account considerations
of buckling and shear lag. One method
used to calculate areas of truss elements
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with stiffness equivalent to that of the
plating being modeled was developed by
Hi-ennikoff, (1 )and pm”ided approximate
formulas for representation of plates
loaded in–plane and out-of–plane by the
use of equivalent truss panels or
lattices.

The first plate elements made avail-
able in computer programs were membrane
elements, so that an approximate method
still had to be used to represent bend–
ing plates. Nowadays it may still be
useful and efficient to represent a
portion of plating by an equivalent
beam, as illustrated in Figure 1. In
this case, for a detailed local analy-
sis of the lower’portion of the web
f?ame. beam elements can be used to
model-the unDer Dortion. includin~ the

BEAM-FRAME APPROXIMATION

Figure 1

Present day computer programs allOW
the user to model a structure much more
realistically, but the beam-frame approx-
imations generally provide good results
and may be used for a quick and simpli–
fied analysis or preliminary design.

Finite Element Techniques. Some of
the larger finite element computer PrO-
grams developed in the United States are
brieflY described in this section in
alphab~tical order. A much more exten-
sive status review of available programs
is provided in (2)

1. ANSYS (Engineering ~alsis ~-
tem) is a general purpose finite element
computer program with an element library
of some sixty finite elements (beams,
plane stress elements, axisymmetric
solid elements) , seventeen of which have
nonlinear formulations. The program is
capable of performing static and dynamic
structural analyses as well as analyses
involving fluid flow and heat transfer.

Its nonlinear capabilities Include
small strain plastici~y, creep induced
by thermal changes and irradiation, swell
Induced by irradiation, large deflec–
tions and buckllnE. The dynamic caDa–
bilities include ;igenvalu~ –eigenveitor
extraction, steady-state harmonic res-
ponse, and linear and nonlinear transi-
ent response. Materials may be isotro-
pic or anlsotropic and may have temper–
ature dependency.

For static analyses, the program
makes use of the wavefront method of
solution, thus making the program uilFe-
stricted as far as handwidth size is
concerned. For dynamic analyses, the
consistent mass matrix and explicit
quadratic Integration routines are em-
ployed. Available plotting software
packages interface with this system for
geometry, stress, displacements, and
temperatures.

2. DAISY (Displacement Automated
~ntegrated ~stiiii) is a gener’~1 purpose
finite element displacement method
structural analysis computer program,
with sixteen active structural elements,
including beam, torsion, plane stress/
strain, thin shell, and thick plate,
three-dimensional solid, composite mater-
ial and isoparametric elements .

At the American Bureau of Shipping,
ABS/DAISY has been extensively employed
in,the review design and analysis of
large tankers , high-speed container
Shius. LNG vessels . .m?neral carEO shius.
barge; and bulk ca~r~ers with s~ructu; ei
ranging in size from local detailing to
an entire ship hull.

The primary components of the DAISY
system are its preprocessor programs,
the DAISY finite element program and its
postprocessor programs The three-dim-
ensional preprocessor system consists
of a series of programs which can gen–
crate data for all or a portion of a ship
hull structure. The two-dimensional pre-
processor system is used to generate
automatically planar structures such as
web frames, girders or brackets users
capable of developing their own computer
programs to generate input data or who
may have existing data–generating rou–
tines may easily integrate their pro–
grams into the system. This feature of
the DAISY system provides the user with
a maximum amount of flexibility to per-
form a wide range of analyses.

Some of the special DAISY features
are a substructuring capability, auto-
matic assignment of nodal degrees of
freedom! singularity detection, symmetric
and antlsymmetric load combinations,
automatic generation of buoyancy and tank
loads, etc DAISY can also be used with–
out pre-processors and contains many us–
er-oriented subroutines to allow maximum
flexibility in the use of the program.



Further developments in DAISY Include
the additional capability of dynamic
and buckling analyses.

The postprocessor system consists
of programs to display the DAISY cal-
culated results, including printout
of the entire results and/or selective
output and plotting of nodal displace-
ments and stress contours on an incre-
mental plotter. Postprocessors may
also be developed by the user to inter–
face with the DAISY results.

3. EASE 2 (glastic Analysis for
~tructural gnglneering) is a structural
analysis computer program, with fewer
elements for the discretization of the
entire structure than found In other
general purpose programs available to-
day. EASE 2 has the capability of an-
alyzing structural models with temper-
ature-dependent material.

4. MARC (~arc .@alysis ~esearch
~orporatlon) 1s a general purpose fin-
ite element program for elastic analy-
sis and for nonlinear static analysis
of structures with large displacements.
The element library contains two- and
three-dimensional elements and Dlate
and shell elements. The progra; is
particularly oriented toward solving
elastic-plastic and creep problems.
Plasticity behavior is based on the
theory of Isotropic, elastic -plast< c,
“time-dependent materlala with a VCNTMiaes
yield criterion, isotropic or kinematic
strain hardening, temperature-dependent
elastic properties and equivalent yield
stress. Creep behavior is based on a
von Mises flow criterion with isotropic
behavior described by an equivalent
creem rate law sPecified by the user.
The irogram uses-the tange~t modulus
method for plasticity and an iterated
initial strain method for creep calcu-
lations.

5. NASTRAN (~sa ~Ructural ~al-
ysis) is a general purpose computer prO-
gram designed to determine the elastic
structural responses to a wide range of

loadlng conditions utilizing the finite
element displacement method. The pro-
gram is applicable to most linear and
some nonlinear systems and can generate
static responses to concentrated and
distributed loads, thermal expansion,
and enforced deformations (such as cam-
ber and boundary displacements ); dyna-
mic responses to transient loads,
steady-state harmonic loads, and random
excitation; determination of real and
complex eigenvalues for use in vibration
analysis, dynamic stability analysis
and elastic stability analysis, etc.

NASTRAN is highly user-oriented
because of the very systematic organi-
zation of the program. Errors are
usually detected before an actual

attempt at assembling the structural
stiffness matrix. Because of the pFo-
gramts modular structure and a restart
feature, it is possible to restart the
program from Intermediate stages of the
analysis procedure.

The element library of NASTRAN has
twelve elements but each element on Its
own Is so general that it is equivalent
to several “entirely different” elements
in other programs.

6. SAP IV (~tructural ~nalYSi S
~rogram) is a general purpose finite
element structural analysis program
capable of performing static and dynamic
analyses of llnear systems. SAP IV has
an element library containing elements
for three Aimenslonal truss and beam,
plane stress and plane strain, three-
dimensional solid, thick shell, thin
plate, thin shell, boundary, and pipe
problems.

SAP IV in its dynamic analysis mode
utilizes the mode superposition or dir-
ect integration techniques and will Per-
form the calculation of frequencies and
mode shapes by either the determinant
search or subspace Iteration method,
depending on the size of the problem.

7. STARDYNE (~t Ic and ~amic
Structural Analysis System) is a finite
element structural analysis computer
program consisting of a series of com–
patible structural engineering programs
designed to analyze linear elastic struc-
tural problems. The program uses the
stiffness method and is capable of analy-
zing a wide range of static, dynamic and
stability problems.

The static structural analysis capa-
bilities of STARDYNE include applied
element and nodal loading, specified
displacements, automated thermal analy-
sis, inertia loading, and combined
loading cases. The dynamic StFuctuFal
analysis capabilities cause STARDYNE to
extract eigenvalues and eigenvectors for
any desired frequency range, and to com-
pute the generalized weights, participa-
tion factors, and internal forces on
elements associated with each InoC,e.

STARDYNE can find solutions to a
free-free system if the applied forces
are self-equilibrating. The program
internally renumber’s nodes in order to
minimize the bandwidth.

8. STRUDL II (Wctural Qesign
~anguage ) Is a subsystem of the Integra-
ted Civil Engineering System, ICES.

STRUDL II offers a Problem Oriented
Language, POL, which allows the user to
instruct the system through simple words
or phrases as to which procedures should
operate on the data.
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Member design facilltie6 for fra~a
structures are also included in STRUDL
II. The reinforced concrete portion
nrovldes for the DroDorti Onin&zof beams,,.
flat slabs and coiumis. The ;utput con-
sists of member dimensions and main
longitudinal reinforcement The member
mri also be completely specified, in
which ease its adequacy is checked
against flexure, shear bond and deflec-
tion criteria.

STRUDL II contains a steel member
selection procedure based on standard
rolled sections and the AISC code, and
provides a procedure for the nonlinear
analysis of frames, plates, and shallow
shells. Other features included are
linear buckling analysis, dynamic anal-
ysis, and a frame OPtiItIiZatlOn Proce–
dure. STRUDL II is easily interfaced
with commercially available plotting
packages.

9. ASKA, PASSAGE and SESAM are
some of the other large finite element
programs developed abroad.

Other Approaches. Other approacks
to the solution of structural problems
include finite difference methods and
classical solutions, with extensive
use of matrix methods and numerical in–
tegration techniques. Many of the
programs use a combination of techni–
ques and methods. A fairly comprehen-
sive lis!ing and description of exist–
ing computer programs are given in (2)
The method of finite differences can
be subdivided into the equilibrium
method (stresses In the equilibrium
equations are expressed as differences
at finite intervals ) and the energy
method (strains in the energy equations
are expressed as differences at finite
intervals ).

A comparison of results obtained
by the finite element and finite dif-
ference methods for the case of an
axlsymmetric shell is illustrated in
Figures 2 and 3, adapted from (2), which
show the results of a convergence studY
involving a free hemisphere ~inch$;i;y -
a cos 20 pressure distribution.
rather ill-conditioned problem is a
very good test of various methods of
discretization. The problem is ill-
conditioned because small forces cause
large displacements. Thus , the pre-
dicted reference surface strains are
very small differences of relatively
lar=e numbers. The dotted line in
Fig;ie 3 is obtained with use Of a
half-statiOn finite difference energy
method, which is equivalent to a
finite element method based on linear
functions for the tangential displace-
ments u and v and a quadratic function
for the radial displacement w.

involve the use of equations governing
the elastic behavior of the structure,
and can be used for simple idealized
cases where the equations are known and
the solutions can be easily obtained.

Figure 2

Comparison of Computer Programs
The intent here is not to give a com–
parison as such of the various systems,
since different agencies are inclined
to have specialized applications or
interests in their applications as far
as the programs are concerned; there-
fore any such attempt would undoubtedly
be biased to some extent. A correlat-
ive study of the most commonly used
systems is given in order to present a
better picture of their relative capa-
bilities. No attempt is made to com%ire
the running or execution times on the
various computer systems, since no two
systems will be identical in their
available core allocation, program sub-
routines or problem formulation. Any
such comparison would therefore be mis-
leading, until some standardization is
established.

Table I shows the availability of
twelve analysis options in the various
finite element programs previously
described. Most of this information
was adapted from (2)

Classical methods of solution
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TABLE I - ANALYSIS OPTIONS

1“ Analysis Options

1. Small displacement
2. Large displacement
3. Incremental plasticity
4. Creep
5. Temperature-dependent matei-ial
6. Natural frequencies, mode shapes
7. Transient response
8. Data generation
9. GraDhic disDlaYs
iO. Muliielemeni l“ibrary
11. Thermal effects
12. Bifurcation buckllng

I

* Under development

Correlation of Theoretical and Experi-
mental Results

Purpose. The need to nm.ke certain
simplifying assumptions in developing
theoI’ies and formulas implies a certain
degree of uncertainty in the accuracy
of the results, the range of their ap-
plicability and the limitations beyond
which they cannot be extrapolated. One
way to quantify this uncertainty Is to
conduct experiments to prove, disprove
or amend theoretical results.

Some typical examples of the coi”-
relation between theory and experiments
are presented in the followin~ sections.
with-results from both full-siale and
model tests on statfc, dynamic and
thermal loadings.
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Static Loadings. Measurements
taken on a model of a cargo vessel (3)
provide a comparison with theoretical
calculations and full-scale measure-
ments. FIEuiw 4 shows theoretical and
experiment~l distributions of fill-
scale longitudinal stresses for a
hogging loadlng condition. The stress
distributions are in broad agreement,
with some detail differences such as a
greater loss of effectiveness of the
bottom plating in the ship than the
model. Figure 5 shows a similar com-
parison for longitudinal strains due
to horizontal bending and the agree-
ment between values calculated from
elementary beam bending theory and
those based on measurements is reason-
able. The strain dist~ibution of
Figure 5 shows some loss of effectiven-
ess of the side shell plating, and the
strain distribution due to horizontal
bending of the actual ship is shown
for co~parison in Figure ~.
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A direct comparison between a vinyl
structural model of a containers hip and
its steel counterpart under equivalent
static load conditions was undertaken
(4), and the results show favorable
correlation. Some of these results are
shown In Figure 7. The same information
can be retr~eved” from the experimental
programs of the steel model and the ri-
gid vinyl model. The use of rigid virrll
as the modeling material reduces cons-
truction efforts, improves the repres-
entation of complex structural shapes
and details, and offers reduction of
experimental efforts due to ease of
handling and convenient load magnitudes.
On the other hand, the stress range in
which It can be used is llmited, the
room temperature and humidity must be
carefully controlled, modeling of struc-
tural joints must be done with care in
areas which may affect strain gage re-
sults and it has the undesirable characteri-
stic of creep. Differences between the
rigid vinyl and steel structures at
joint dlscontinuit.ies indicate that
steel model welds may have a stiffening
effect on the hull skin as recorded by
nearby gages. Gluing may have an effect
on the fixit.y of the vlr,yimodel joint

Previous model experiments have es-
tablished that longitudinal stresses are
proportional to the bending moment at
the frame under examination, regardless
of the moment distribution over the rest
of the structure. However, this con-
venience is not available for torsional
investigations, since warping stresses
are a function of the torsional moment
.6istribution over the entire structure,
as shown by the results on Frame 290.
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Full scale experiments to measure
the stresses In actual structure on
board large tankers subjected to static
and dynamic loadings were conducted to
correlate the measured values with those
obtained from analytical calculations,
and the correlation proved to be excell-
ent (5). Some typical results for two
ships are shown in Figures 8 through 11,
giving the variations of stress between
the base and the test conditions for
static loadings.

Figure 8

M!Dm

Figure 9

Figwe 10

SECTION 24

5Ec Ti0N 26

Figure 11

Some of the conclusions dram from
these experiments show the stress cha~–
acteristics in certain areas and can be

summarized as follows:

1. The computed stresses in the
lower parts of the supporting struc-
tures agree very well with the experi-
mental results, particularly in the
highly stressed regions. A few measured
stress points deviate from the computed
values These are considered to be in-
fluenced either by the proximity of op-
enings, OF hy initial deflections of an
appreciable magnitude.

2. Measured values in the upper
parts of the supporting structures are
generally low, except in areas of stress
Concentration such as the corners of the
deck and vertical transverses and at the

ends of struts. Because the stress
values are usually small in the upper
portion of the hull structure, most of
the investigations have concentrated on
the bottom and lower side structure
which is usually subject to greater
loading and cor~espondingly hlghe~
stresses. BY PaYing attention to de-
tails, such as fitting of more rosette
gages and a more exhaustive investiga-
tion of the effects on the hull girder
of temperature changes which are signi-
ficant in this region, it may be possi-
ble to obtain readings which will com–
pare favorably “ith the computed stress
values.

3. Discrepancies caused by neglec-
ting items such as initial deflection,
change of temperature gradienta along
the hull, etc. tend to decrease as
the applied loads are increased.

4. As expected, initial deflection
affects the distribution of the direct
stresses, but would appear to have
little effect on the distribution of
shearing e,ti-esses.
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5. Since it is generally assumed
that the web portion of the member
absorbs the total shearing load, It was
expected that the shear measurements in
these locations would be less than cal-
culated, with the difference accounted
for bv virtue of the relatively thick
flan<e and shell plating carry?ng some
of the shearing load.

6. Stress values computed by the
finite element and space frame methods
correlate with measured values better
than the values obtained by the simple
beam with end-fixity approximation; a
comparison of the former two methods
indicates better agreement for the fi-
nite element method, which also has the
capability of calculating the direct
stress perpendicular to the long axis
of the structural member.

Bearing in mind the basic objective
of the experimental work, correlation of
calculated and measured stress values,
Figure 11 Is of particular interest ,
because it shows the results of calcu-
lations made by the three methods men-
tioned above. The distortion of the
web frame as built is smaller than shown
in Figure 11, because the vertical scale
has been compressed. Act”ally, in the
case of section 26, the initial deflec–
tion is only 3/8” near the bottom. As
should be expected, the recent and more
advanced methods do show better agree–
ment as is indicated in the next three
view.?. In paricular, this Is true with
respect to the StresGes measured in the
horizontal direction. However, in this
connection, it is particularly important
to note that, where reasonable agreement
does not occur, it is usually influenced
by the built-in distortion which renders
the stress level indeterminate. It
should be noted that only the finite
element method takes into account the
direct stress in the vertical direction,
as shown in the section “l’-Stress”, and
that there is good agreement between
calculated and measured values

Figure 11 illustrates not only the
results of improved computation methods,
but also the reasonably close values
between calculated and measured values
for a known static loading condition.

In the comparison of computed and
measured stress values as indicated in
comment number 1, good agreement was
obtained in way of the lower portion of
web frames, particularly in the highly
stressed regions. Reference has also
been made to the inability to compensate
for matters such as residual distortions
due to welding, other minor unfairness
of structure and minor differences in
material thicknesses as manufactured.
Herein lies one of the outstanding ob-
servations associated with this type of
experimental work, namely that , owing
to the several indeterminate factors
involved, some of which may be of a
built-in nature, It would appear at the
present time that reliance could be
placed on instrumentation results only
when the loads are such as to induce
appreciable stresses in the members
involved. A lower limit approximating
8,OOO - 10,000 psi would appear to be
in order for this purpose.

Dynamic Loadings. Wave-excited
main hull vibration results from the
interaction between a ship’s hull and
the sea. In relatively small ships,
slamming or bow flare effects seem to
be the cause of excitation. In most
such cases, the vibration originates
from synchronization of the natural
frequency of hull vibration with a
region of the wave energy spectrum
which has a relatively high energy
content The vibration at the natural
frequency of the two-node vertical mode
of vibration of the shipqs hull is a
phenomenon known as “springing”.

Theoretical calculations for a
large tanker in ballast were performed
(6) , using the ISSC single-parameter
spectrum with a predominant period of
6.5 seconds,and the statistical stress
resuonse to irregular waves is tabula-
ted-below.

TABLE II-STRESS STATISTICS

APProx ct=o(head seas) v=16. o knots
duration

Statistic (minutes ) cm V=ll 13 15 17 cJ.o 10 20 30 40

a 1/3 0.44 0.5b 0.18 0.15 0.28 0.33 0.42 0.52 0.51

0 1/10 5:1 0.56 0.72 0.23 0.65 0.36 0.42 0.53 0.67 0.65
1 in 100 4 6.45 0.71 0.91 0.30 0.82 0.45 0.53 0.68 0.84 0.82

1 in 500 20 7.35 0.81 1.04 0.34 0.94 0.51 0.60 0.77 0.96 0.94
1 in 1000 40 7.71 0.85 1.09 0.35 0.99 0.54 0.63 0.81 1.01 0.99

a = stress amidships, peak to peak, ton/in2
a = ship heading angle relative to waves, degrees(=O for head seas)
V = ship speed, knots
Cn= statistical constant
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Measurements taken on the same
ship over two days indicated about fOr-
ty hours of vibration present, with sea
states ranging from Beaufort numbers
3 to 6. Maximum peak to peak amldship
stress values were mostly in the range
of 0.5 to 1.8 ton/in2, with a maximum
of 2.25 ton/in2 reached several times
Since the measured records contained
about 100 cycles, these stresses should
be compared with the stress statistic
of 1 in 100. ranzinc from O.30 tOn/in2
at 15 knots’and ~ =-0 to 0.9i ton/in2
at 13 knots and a = O.

The three main factors that should
be taken into consideration in the above
comparison as having a great influence
on the correlation are the wave energy
spectrum (excitation) , the distribution
of the rate of change of added mass
(hydrodynamic damping) and the forcing
function. For continued studies of com-
parisons between theoretical and exper-
imental values, a more thorough inves-
tigation of the following items is
required:

1. h~drod!mamic forces exertin!a
influence ;pon ~he ship hull and ex--
citing its overall vibration .

2. definition of damping ratio
of elastic hull vibrations .

3. combination of ordinary wave-
bending moments and vibration moments

4. longitudinal distribution of
added mass .

5. effect of inclusion of a three-
dimensional end-correction factor to
the usual two-dimensional strip theory .

6. determination of wave energy
spectrum at its high frequency end.

7. applicability of model exper-
iments to the prediction of actual
stress levels

8. damDinK distribution and
exciting for>e ~istribution along the
ship ‘s hull .

About 800 recordings of longitu-
dinal stresses amidshi Ds “em? taken on
a 200,000 DWT tanker,a~d 70% of the
recordings contained vibratory stresses
Spectral analysis of these data indi-
cated that the assumption of a narrow
energy spectrum for springing is justi–
fled. The largest vibratory stress
measured in the deck amidships was
2.2 ton/in2 peak to peak, corresponding
well with the largest values measured
on the above shiD (2.5 ton/ln2) In
the ballast cond~tion~ the”probability
of getting hull vibrations seemed inde–
pendent of both Beaufort number and
wave direction. In the full load

condition, the probability was found
to be larger in head seas than in beam
seas. The vibratory stresses were also
generally larger in the ballast condl-
tlon.

Another study of correlation be-
tween theory and experiment for spring-
ing stresses was conducted for two
Great Lakes vessels (7) The midship
longitudinal stress due to springing
was theoretically assumed to follow a
Gaussian distribution. Because the
springing stresses are narrow-band,
the peaks follow a Rayleigh distri-
bution. If we define a non-dimensional
variable z equal to the peak stress
divided by the variance, the probabil-
ity that z exceeds a certain value can
be calculated by analytical integra-
tion and is plotted in Figure 12 for
various values of a spectral width
parameter a.
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0.0

t
‘z fi
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Cum”lati”e distz-ib”tion function Fz(Z,a)

Figure 12

An experimental investigation was
carried out to determine how well the
theoretical predictions agreed with
actual peak distributions of measured
springing stress records. Some of the
comDlete stress records for two dif–
fei-;nt ships are shown in Figure 13,
and the springing stress histogram for
one ship is shown in Figure 14. From
this data, it appears that the spring-
ing stresses manifest themselves as a
narrow-band Gaussian pher,omenon and
therefore are quite highly correlated
statistically. The measured peak
distributions were found to agree quite
well with the theoretical Drobabilit!i
density functions. Furtheb studies -
of springing correlation are being
conducted at Webb Institute and at

the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, with emphasis on theore-
tical developments.
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Thermal Loadings. Theoretical–
experimental correlations for thermal
loadings were conducted on an asphalt
tanker, carrying cargo with tempera-
t~re~ Up tO 3000 F.(9), (10).

jf”p~ 1 The magnitude of thermal stresses
develoued in the hull structure is

Fig”i-e 14

A large tanker was instrumented fez.
measurement of static , dynamic and vib-
ration stresses (8) , and the results of
stresses due to propeller-excited vibra-
tion are shown in Figure 15. These stres-
ses were meaaured on a typical webframe
adjacent to the longitudinal bulkhead at
about one-third depth; they were small
(within the rance of calculated stresses)
and showed no p=tentlal vibrational
problems.
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Figure 15

Qovern;d bv the restraints Drovided bY
;urromdin~ structure and bj the non--
uniform temperature differences In the
hull due to the ship 1s internal and
external environment. In order to
determine the hull girder stresses in
the vessel, a sufficient portion of the
structure must be considered to reflect
both structural restraint and the ther-
mal effects on the hot cargo and the
lower temperature of the external en-
vironment. The three-dimensional hull
structure from Frame 56 (about Z3 feet
forward of amidships) to the forwrd
perpendicular of the vessel was con–
sidered in the finite element analysis.
including the region of the maxlmuh
total hull girder stress as well as
sufficient surrounding structure to
accurately represent the thermal stress
behavior.

The theoretical results, as expec-
ted, Indicate that the thermal stresses
Increase with decreasing deck tempera-
ture , since the temperature differences
between bulkhead and deck, and bulkhead
and bottom will increase. The thermal
stresses in the side shell plating near
the waterline decrease with decreasing
deck temperature, due to decreasing
vertical tempe~.atuz’egradient in the
side plating.

Some of the thermal loads and cal-
culated stresses are sho”n in Figure 16.
The measurements were taken with strain
gages at various locations, and some
of the comparative results are shown
In Figures 17 through 19.

The comelatlon between theo~etial
results and measured stres5es is good,
bearing in mind the large number of un-
knowns and idealizations utilized in
any theoretical study.

For the port and starboa~d side
shells, Figures 17 and 18, excellent
correlation shows clearly a peak of
stresses at the round of the shee~
strake and the peak of stresses due to
the steep temperature gradient between
freeboard and unde~watep shell.

For the deck at frame 54, Figure
19, the correlation is not very good,
but theoretical stress distribution is
with non-buckled longitudinal bulk-
heads, and since the bulkheads m.e
buckling in reality, the measured com–
presaive stress peaks over the longi-
tudinal bulkheads are less marked. It
is likely that the structural discon-
tinuities on the deck also have some
disturbing effect.

N-n
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Figure 19

For the measurements on the deck
forward of the mid-house, the correla-
tion is slightly better than in the
midship section area and the effect of
structural discontinuities is negli–
gible .

Influence of Initial Distortion

Initial Distortions. Initial dis–

tortions always exist in fabricated
structures due to welding contraction
and to fabrication imperfections. They

have a significant effect on the struc-
tural behavior of plating. Studies

have been made on the behavior of a
typical double bottom structure, with
tests on a one-eighth scale steel model,
Figure 20, and an Overall analysis
using orthotropic plate theory with
shear defoPm3ti0n (II). Initial rela-

tive distortions due to wel<ing were
present over the central region of the
outer shell, as shown in Figure 21.
The ratio of distortion to plate
thickness was of the same order as
occurs in practice.

&--
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A comparison of theoretical and
experimental values for the overall
behavior for a uniformly distributed
normal load is !ziven in Fiaure 22: it
shows generally-good agree~ent, with
the differences attributed mainly to
local deformation and approxinmtio”s
in the commutation of loss of effective-
ness. For”local behavior of outer shell
panels, Figure 23 shows the initial
deformations and inplane loads used in
the theoretical solutions, based on
contours measured prior to any te~ting
(Figure 21) . A comparison of theom?ti -
cal and experimental values for the same
uniformly distributed normal load is
shown in Figures 24 and 25 for bending
stresses and membrane stresses respec-
tively

The most significant source of
error is that the initial deformation
of adjacent panels is not antisyrmnetric
as assumed in the theo~etical solution.
This is apparent in the behavior of
panel 2, whe~e the effects of the much
larger deformations in panel 3 have
swamped the flexural behavior of panel
2 to such an extent that the theoreti–
cal solutions for deflections and bend–

ing stresses are of the wrong sign.
This factor also probably contributed
to the lower measured values of trans–
verse membrane stress in panels 1 and 2.
In the latter case, the panel on the
OPPOstte side of the center girder had
suffered significantly greater initial
deformation.

A second major source of error was
the restriction in the theoretical sol-
ution with respect to the symmetry of
initial deformations within a panel;
this applies mainly to panel 3 in which
the effect of concentration of initial
deformation toward the floor A v end,
which can be seen in the contours, was
reflected In the lower measured membrane
stresses in this region.

The measured model deflection ag,.ees
closely with that calculated by ortho-
tropic-plate theory, provided that
allowance is made for shear deflection
and for loss of plate effectiveness dw
to shear lag and out–of-plane deflec-
tion. The following comparison shows
the deflections relative to an arbitrarv
value of 100 assigmd to the measured “
deflection:

1. Measured deflection 100
2. Calculated deflection

neglecting shear deformation
and loss of effectiveness 63

3. Calculated deflection including
shear deflection, b“t neglecting
10ss of effectiveness 79

U. Calcdated deflection including
shear deflection and loss of
effectiveness 105

Panel stresses can be estimated by
large deflection theory, using in-plane
boundary forces derived from the overall
analysis. Owing to irregularities in
initial deformations and to uncertain-
ties in boundary conditions, the aCree–
ment with the measured stresses is less
satisfactory than that for overall be-
havior, differences of the order of 30%
being noted at many locations. If the
overall stresses are calculated accoP-
ding to i+.above, then “Oticeably
better agreement is found by using
large deflection theory for determining
tbe panel bending stresses rather than
by using small deflection theory.

The model was also tested to fail–
ure, and it failed at an applied ln-
plane longitudinal compressive stress
of 10.4 tOn/in2 combined with a distri–
buted normal pressure of 13.5 lb/in2 on
the bottom plating; this combination
corresponded respectively to 1.7 and 1.2
times the load calculated to cause equi–
valent surface stress yielding of the
outer shell ~latirm accordin’z to analvses
incorporating larg~ and smaly deflection
plate theory.

&---
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The following ultimate ioad comp-
arisons show the loads relative to an
arbitrary value of 100 assigned to Item
1. below.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Load to cause surface yield as
determined experimentally 100
Observed failure load 200
Load to cause surface yield as
determined by orthotropic plate
theory neglecting shear defor-
mation and loss of plate effec-
tiveness. with Danel stresses
given by’small ieflect ion
theory 170
Load to cause mid-plate yield
in case 3. If local plate
bendin= is nedected 218
Load t: cause-su~face yielding
as determined by orthotropic
plate theory including shear
deformation and loss of plate
effectiveness, with panel stres–
ses given by large deflection
theory 115

! .
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Load to cause mid-plate yield
in case 5. if local plate
bending is neglected 210

It should also be pointed out that
the ratio between yield load and failure
load cannot be expected to be the same
for all bottom Structures.

A comparison with an overall analy-
sis using a finite element model was
carried out, with good agreement How-
ever, generally available programs do
not allow for local imperfections, so
that the local stress results will not
have much relevance.

.x.

S,.,,,,,m ,“,,s,2”:
EYP,,,,,,’,,L.) “,1”.,.1!).”
?.!,,):0,.”(,S!,,.s,s)“u!,,ShellPme18

Figure 25
In a fabricated structure, distor–

tions are usually caused hy the manufac-
turing PPOC6.8S, and In modern ship struc-
tures they are genemlly associated with
residual welding Stresses.

Ignoring these stresses, an initi-
ally deformed plate loses stiffness inune-
diately as load is applied. Thus the
efficiency of a plate, defined as the
ratio of the total Contraction of a
perfectly plane plate to that of a de-
flected plate, is continually I’ed”clng
as load increases, even before buckling
occurs . This loss in efficiency is
small until bucklin~ loads are approached,
particularly in plates which are longer
than they are wide. Even for wide
plates, it has been Sho”n, using an elas-
tic anals’sis. that, in general, initial
deflections do not lower the efficiency
Of pl~tiIlg Significantly, unless the
plating is very thin. It has been
suggested that the initial deflection
should not exceed O.3t if significant
108s in efficiency is to be avoided
(12).

An investigation for simply sup-
ported square plates in aircraft
str”ct”res (13) showed the following:

1. AS expected, the effects of
initial deflection upon buckle growth
and effective width are most marked
near the theoretical flat-plate criti-
cal stress.

2. At stresses well below the
critical stress, the behavior of the
plate is very much the same as for an
initially flat plate.

3. The effective width Is at all
values of stress less than that of an
initially flat plate.

N-15 “ f---



If We assume, pessimistically, that
for a long simply supported plate the
initial deflections occur In asymmet–
rical waves whose half lengths are
equal to the plate width (that is,
they are in the lowest buckling mode) ,
then the foregoing square–plate con-
clusions wI1l apply also to the long
plate. Loss Or effectiveness of
plating is approximately proportional
to the square of the initial deflec–
tlon. With the random ripples, which
usually occur In welded ships, or with
one single lobe, the loss In effective-
ness is appreciably reduced and is
small in longitudinally stiffened
ships The effect of initial deflec–
tion on the maximum end load that a
plate can carry has been examined
recently, and the experimental results
show good agreement with the pertinent
theories and demonstrate a“ appreci-
able reduction in maximum load capa-
city, even for very small initial
deflections. For example, an initial
deflection of only t/20 in a nild
steel plate having b/t = 50 appears
to lower the maximum average plate
stress by about 15%. (t is the
thickness and b the width of the
plate panel)

Measurements taken in Great
Britain in 1965 on typical areas of
frigate bottom plating in dry docks
(14) show that the average deflectlo”
was O.30t or 0.005b In the least fair
frigate, and O.llt or 0.0024b in the
best . Maximum deflections were
generally about three times these
values, with the very occasional large
local depression of about 1.5t in the
worst f~i8ate near a welded seam.

Another investigation of stress

distributions in a large tanker (8)
showed differences between stresses
calculated by a finite element computer
program and stresses deduced from
strain measurements on the actual ship.
Location of the various sections and
some of the measured deformations are
shown in Figures 26 and 27 respectively.
Stress measurements at a typical sec–
tion are shown in Figure 28. The
correlation between theoretical and
experimental results was not altogether
satisfactory, due to insufficiently
narrow msh patterns in the two-dimen-
sional finite element model and,more
significantly, due to the initial deform=
tlons which occurred durin~ construc–
tion.

Predeformation scale is
50 Times Drawing scale

MEASURED PREDEFORMATION WEB FR .90

Figure 27
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Figure 28
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Influence on Buckling Strength.
The influence of fabrication imperfec-
tions on the buckling strength of a
structure is difficult to assess . due
to the unpredictable nature of imperfect-
ions. At the present time, It seems
reasonable to assume that a small ini-
tial deflection of a plate panel, say
less than one half of its thickness,
would not change the elastic buckling
behavior of the panel. A aiinilar con-
clusion can be drawn for a str”ctm?al
member or section. However, the load-
carPylng capacity In the post–buckling
state of a plate panel with initial
deflections will be significantly I.e-
duced if material yielding is chosen IIS
a failure criterion. This can be seen
from the stress redist~ibution In a
deformed web plate shown in the pre–
vious section.

If the initial deflection is
larger than the thickness of the plate,
the deflection will increase with the
increase of the compressive loads and
the procedure of calculating buckling
strength is no longer applicable.

tant to know the true factor of safety
involved in the design of ships subject
to certain probabilistic loadings and
design conditions. A rational proce-
dure in allocating the structural cost
is to consider the Probability of the
occurrence of, and ihe likely-damage
cost associated with, each failure

interpretation of Computer Results -
Examples

Overall Hull-Girder Responses.
The entire hull structure of a contain-
er vessel was analvzed bv the DAISY
system of finite element” computer pro-
grams (15). The ship was placed in
oblique quasi–static regular waves and
subject to combined vertical, lateral
and torsional loads. Deck displacements
are shown in Figure 29, where the top
picture shows the vertical and 10ngitu-
dinal displacement components of the
main deck centerline and the longitu–
dinal displacement of the ship!s side
lines at selected frames. In the first
curve, the vertical component of the
displacement is due to pure longitudin-
al vertical Diane bendin= of the shin

Influence on Structural Reliability. hull girder.’ The longitudinal comPo;-
It is usually implied In any specifica-
tion or design code that safety factors

ent is due to both vertical and tor-
sional deformation of the hull. The

are introduced to provide adequate
coverage against structural failure
The safety factors in most design rules
have been developed in an evolutionary
manner over relatively long periods of
time, assuming an ideal structure “hich
usually has not been optimally designed.
Where fabrication imperfections exist,
the anticipated safety factors will be
loweF but still seem satisfactory in
most cases (because of overdesign
rather than efficient design) . In the
classical approach to ship design, the
beam, column and plate theories were
used in a piece-by-piece design of the
hull girder. These methods did not
allow for a simultaneous occurrence of
failure modes. Now with the introduc-
tion of automated ship design procedures,
many constraints applied in the past are
waived and the hull structure can be
designed by more powerful tools. Thus ,
ship designers are more apt to lean to-
ward structural optimization than before,
and the applicability of the existing
safety factors is very much in question.
The answer to this question is in the
use and development of reliability ana–
lysis. An important facto~ in the
reliability analysis is the determina–
tion of the le”el of failure and type
of failure mode. The reliability ana-
lysis may be developed for predicting
yielding, large deflections, c~acking,
instability, collapse, dynamic resp~n~e,
etc. The same is tr-ue for material
strength properties, such aB fatigue

life , ultimate strength and creep,
which are being described probabilis–
tically. In other woi-ds, it is impor-

second group of curves shows the res–
Ultant displacement due to torsional
warping ani lateral bending deforma-
tion of both deck side lines of the
ship . It is clear that the longitu-
dinal displacements of both sides are
almost negligible near midship.

The bottom picture shows the ciis–
placements for the upper deck at the
centerline and the ship’s sides. The
distortion of hatch diagonals has been
calculated, and the Initial diagonal
lengths for tfieidealized structure
are taculated. The maximum distortion
is found to be at the second hatch
opening forward of the engine room.
The deformation gradually decreases
toward the forward hatch.

Figure 30 shows the computed longi–
tudinal and shear stresses in the deck
and side shell platings between Fi-. 188-
192 due to wave-induced vertical moment
and shearing force. The tOD diazram
shows the distribution of l&adin~s
along the length of the vessel. It is
interesting to note that the longitudi-
nal stresses computed by means of both
the finite element techniques and the
elementary beam theory are in good
agreement. This seems to confirm the
validity of the simple bean approach
for calculating the hull girder bending
stresses for this type of vessel. The
agreement is not as good for shea~
stress distributions, “hich may be
attributed to local bending not accounted
for in the simple beam approach.
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Figure 31 shows the longitudinal
stress distribution of a substructure
along the port and starboard sides.
The restraint produced by the engine
room housing is the cause of high stress
magnitudes in the port wing box in the
deck area, where the stresses on the
inner bulkhead plating are higher than
those of the shell plating; for the

starboard wing box, the opposite is
true . This is attributed to the effect
of secondary lateral bending in the wing
boxes. The ~esults of the fine mesh
model confirm this observation and en-
able us to detect the region of high-
est shear stress near the hatch corner
circular cutout.

Figure 32 shows the stress distri-
bution around two sections of the
transverse box, obtained as the resul-
tant of symmetrical and anti-symmetri-
cal components. Figure 33 shows the
antisymmetrlc transverse stress compo-
nents at a section of the ‘cPansverse
box, together with a straight line
approximation.

The DAISY system was also used to
analyze a vessel carrying liquid cargo.
In such vessels, stress increases In
the hull girder plating, In addition to
the normal expected secondary or ter-
tiary stresses, are sometimes caused
by a particular loading pattern.
Stress concentrations usually occur
where ballast tanks are either full or
empty and are surrounded by empty or
full cargo tanks. Figure 34 shows a
loading pattern with the vessel in a
heavy ballast condition on a sagging
wave and the corresponding stress
patterns. In the bottom plating out-
side the loaded ballast tank, section
I-I, the stress distribution is almost
linear. Inside the ballast tank,
section II-II, there 1s an almost 257?
Increase in longitudinal stress in way
of the bilge, due to the horizontal
pressures of the end bulkheads of the
ballast tanks causing an additional
local tension in the vicinity of the
bilge.
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the structure, discontinuities or abrupt
changes in relative stiffness between
adjacent structural membe~s. The cor-
responding maximum stress intensltiea
can be evaluated using finite element
structural analysis, photo elastic analy–
sis and/or measurements. Stress cOncen–
trations can be divided into three
categories :

1. Stress concent~ations due to
impei-feet fabrication.

2. Stress concentrations resulting
from Unavoidable structural discontinue -
ties.

3. Stress concentrations intFOdu-
ced by improper design of connection
details.

Stress concentrations due to im-
perfect fabrication are introduced
during fabrication (misalignment , sur-
face scratches, notches in plate edges
or circular shafts, built-in stresses,
etc. ) or are caused by 10C?.1corrosion
or local damagea (caused by collision,
etc.). These stress concentrations can
usually be corrected by preventive “mai-
ntenance or.elimination of the contribu-
ting factoi-s

Stress concentrations resulting fnxn
a design constraint or product condition
have been generally ignored , since thei~
repetitive we and application has shown
that under static loading conditions
no danger of rupture or failure can be
expected. High stress concentrations
in this category may occur at the edges
of rivet or bolt holes, keyways in
circular shafts or fillet radii in
circular shafts with a change in diame-
ter. They should be investigated when
I“atig”e is involved, as in the case of
machinery components.

Figure 35 shows a typical example
of stress concentration around a hatch
corner opening of an LNG carrier, occur-
ring as part of a necessary design con-
dition. The results obtained from a
finite element analysis show a stress
concentration facto; of about 2.5, with
a maximum stress intensity of 34,900 psi,
which is the yield strength of the mat-
erial. (The actual stress will be lower
due to ulastic vieldinK). Since the
nominal’ stress in that-region is gover–
ned by the overall characteristics of
the hull girder, a local increase in
Dlate thickness would not result in anY
significant reduction in stress. The
only way to decrease this stress con-
centration is to reduce the nominal
stress In the deck plating, which would
mean a substantial increase in material
to increase the deck section modulus.

,,,8ss1.,,.s,,,?sa. ,,,,”..,c...,.,,.(psi),

~Wfi
‘&.$qi-
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Practical experience with a great num-
ber of vessels has shown that, with pro-
per fabrication of the radius corner,
avoiding notches by grinding the plate
edges smooth will result in satisfac-
tory service without failure. It
should be pointed out that for ductile
metals the probability of failure is
much smaller than for brittle materials

Another typical detail in ship
structures, where stress concentrations
are present is shown in Figure 35, with
a stress intensity of 3491 kg/cm2 partly
due to the geometry of the triangular
finite element. A stress concent~ation
factor of about 2 is to be expected for
such details.

Stress concentrations in this
category are Sometimes caused by non–
uniform, unfavorable load distribution
on certain major components of a ship
structure. A typical case of an LNG
carrier with independent tanks, FiEuI.e
37, shows an exploded view of the ship
structure with the tank removed. The
design of the containment system in-
cluded a centerline longitudinal bulk-
head and a complete transverse bulk-
head at midspan of the tank. Figure 38
shows a seagoing condition foi- the
fully loaded vessel encountering a
head-on wave in Sam?inz and the-comes-
ponding load distr~;ut~on on”the inneF
bottom of the vessel. It clearly shows
that the inner bottom and tank bottom
are not in contact in the middle of
hold, and load concentrations are
aPParent at the corners and at both
ends of the centerline bulkhead of the
independent tank. Figure 39 shows the
stress concentrations cauaed by these

Stress concentrations Introduced
by improper design of connection de-
tails are exemplified by Figure 40,
showing the structural detail of a
shell longitudinal connection to a
horizontal oiltight bulkhead girder.
This detail has been susvect for some
time because of so-calle~ “nuisance
Cracksl!.

A detailed Investigation using
finite element analysis shows that ,
in most cases, these stress concen-
trations can be eliminated with minor
design changes, and therefore belong
in a separate category. The stress
concentrations are due to local load
concentration from borlzontal girder
loadings, improper bracket detail and
discontinuity of face plates.

The critical loading condition anal-
yzed for this particular detail “as fop
the vessel ballasted in a sagging wave
with the aft wing ballast tank full.
The nominal load or stress in the shell
longitudinal midway in the ballast tank
would be the sum of the hdl gtrder
bending moment stress, the secondary
bending stress of the cargo and hydro-
static load on the lon!zitudinal D1” S a

stress due to the locai axial fo;ce from
the horizontal bulkhead girder load. At
the connection of the shell longitudinal
and horizontal bulkhead KirdeT . addition.
al shear and bending mom~nt ark caused
by the rotation of the horizontal girder,
and some increase in stiffness is z’e-
quired at the connection to the oiltight
bulkhead . Figure 41 .s.ho”sthe deflec-
tions and stress distributions for three
different end connections. Since the
stiffness of the horizontal girder is
large in relation to the stiffness of

loads imposed on the centerlin; gi~der the-side longitudinal, the rotation and
of the vessel. Since the maximum deflection of tbe horizontal girder in
stress intensity of 44,86o psi is way of the side shell is not influenced

by the stiffness of the longitudinal endmainly due to excessive shear stress,
an increase in plate thickness will
reduce the stresses almost proportion-
ally.

m

Figure 39

conmctlon. From the top picture of
Figu-e 41, it can be seen that the lar-
ger bracket as originally designed
causes more deflection in the shell
longitudinal at the bracket toe, result-
ing in stress concentrations of almost
35~0 kg/cm2. Reducing the size of the
bracket as shown in the middle plctui-e
and lining up the faceplate with the
stiffener on the horizontal girder z’e-
duces the maximum stress in ;nsity in

2the faceplate to 24OO kg/cm The only
Increase required Is a 50$ increase in
the longitudinal web to reduce the shear
stress. The bottom picture show another
solutlon to the problem, where the stif-
fener was moved and the web of the lomz-
itudinal and face plate were increased
locally by 50% to reduce the bending and
shear stress, resulting in a maxinmm
tension in the face plate of the side
longitudinal of 2680 kg/cm2, a 25% re–
duction from the original design. A
reduction in the bracket along the hori-
zontal girder is shown to red~ce the
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AXISYMKETRICSOLIDELEMENTSstress concentrations, while the added
material is less than what was used for
the original design.

STRUCTURAL DETAIL

Figure 40

.

Effect of connection detail
on stpess concentration

Figure 41

Distribution of Thermal Stresses.
A portion of a liquefied natural gas
carrier, consisting of the dome, ihe
snherical tank shell and cylindrical
s~pporting skirt, together” with one
horizontal stiffener near the equatorial
ring, has been modeled, using axisymmet -
rlc solid elements for a detail investi-
gation (16). A typical section of the
fine mesh model near the equatorial ring
is shown in Figure 42 for a specific
stationary temperature distribution in
the tank suDDort . with the thermal stres.
ses in the g~oov; profile, a critical
region, shown in the shaded area. The
deformation of the entire model due to
the temperature differential is shown
In Figure 43. A structural analysis of
another LNG spherical tank system (17)
gives a similar pattern of deformation,
as shown in Figure 44.

H

THERMAL STRESS DISTR1BUTION
ON THE EQUATORIALRINGAND SKIRT

Fig”r-e 42

r T.,,,,,y

3..,0,,0,,,,

, ,,,,,,.

D.FO.MATIONDUETOTHERMALLOADS

Figure 43
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MAXI...DISPLACEMENT= 3.313CM ITOP)

nlacn.

DEFOIMATI,N ,“,,TO THmiml ,0,.s

Figure 44

COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN PROCEDURES

q

Computer usage appears in most
phases of ship structural design and
production. Its sheer “number crun–

...<

chingr’ powers are i’ullyutilized in
engineering applications, such as
finite element programs. Its facility
for data management and retrieval en-
abled such computerized systems as
AUTOKON. STEERBEAR, CASDOS and others
to have”been developed for ship Pro–
duction and detailing applications
The ability to produce graphical out-
put via interactive terminals has
also received much attention in ship
design in recent years Many papers
have been written 0“ the above subjects
and it is beyond the scope of this
paper to describe in adequate detail
the many applications of computer-
aided design. Instead, only a few
subject areas will be addressed,
primarily in the structural design
and analysis field.

Ship Characteristics and Stability

Numerous computer programs have
been developed over the years to
perform various naval architecture
calculations such as hull girder shear
and bending moment , section modulus,
and hydrostatic stability. These
calculations all require a description
of the hull geometry, usually in the
form of offset data. Perhaps the most
widely used and comprehensive hull
characteristics program is SHCP (Ship
Hull Characteristics Program) (18) . ‘This

,. LW,LC!,Fc,rrm4.1,,.,...,,,[1,,.”, ,.,>, .,.,
..—. –—+..—-

_.. _ . . . .

.— .—
,.0,, ,,.,,
,. ,.
0 ,,,

CO”pterw ofhymoaaticcum

Figure 45
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program develops both intact and damage
stability characteristics for ship forms
by conventional methods. Hull girder
shear and bending moments can also be
calculated. Computer-generated plots
of the body plan, water planes, sec–
‘cLonal areas and curves of form, Figure
45, can also be p~oduced.

In addition to comprehensive
computer codes such as SHCP, special
purpose programs for calculating grain
stability, tank ullage, and section
modulus are also available to naval
architects AS the description of
the hull form is a requirement for all
of the above calculations, establish-
ment of a common data base for the hull
surface geometry is highly desirable.

Design Loads

Static Loadings The forces acting
on a ship consist of its own weight,
inertia forces, cargo weight, and sea
loads. The ship and cargo weights are
well defined. Sea loads are a combina-
tion of the hydrostatic pressure of the
sea and the dynamic forces resulting
from the vessel moving through waves.
Ocean waves are difficult to define since
they occur randomly in nature. Because
of the lack of exact understanding of
the nature of real sea waves as well as
the vessel behavior in these waves, the
design and analysis of ships has tradi-
tionally been based on a static calcula-
tion. Sea loads we~e computed for a
ship poised statically on a wave profile
of its own length, using an empirical
wave height that is expected to give
stress resultants comparable to what
the vessel may encounter in actual oper–
atlon. In applying this static sea load
and performing a finite element analysis,
the resultant stresses are considered
only as representative stress levels
rather than absolute stress values.

Recent advances in the analysis of
waves and in defining the response
characteristics of a ship in waves has
removed many of the difficulties in
predicting ship motions in realistlc
seas. It is now possible to solve the
equations of motion of 3 vessel moving
in regular waves with a high degree of
accul-acy. The response of a vessel in
irregular waves can then be considered
as the summation of responses to regular
waves of different frequencies A
knowledge of the vessel response permits
the calculation of the hydrostatic and
h!fdro6ynamic pressure distributions alon?
the len~th of the vessel.

Of greater interest for design pur–
poses is the abilitv to uredict the
maximum expected loading on the ve8sel
during its service life. A statistical
approach must be taken in order to es-
tablish this maximum.

Dynamic Loadings. The dynamic
loads experienced by a ship in a seaway
can be xenerallY divided lntO twO eate-
gories. The first category comprises
continuous loads associated with wave–
induced forces, bending moments, tor-
sion , and the so–called springing.
The second category comprises transie,tt
loads in connection with slamming, whip-
ping, etc. A survey and review of var-
ious loads imposed on a ship’s hull is
given in (19) and Professor Lewis’ paper
presented at this meeting.

The study of wave-induced responses
(motion, force, bendin~ moments and tor-
sion) has been made for some time. The-
ories in this respect can be divided
roughly into two groups, i.e. O.S.M.
(ordinary strip method) and revised
O.S.M. Generally speaking, the differ-
ences between these two methods consist
of diffeI’ent expressions of wave exci–
tation forces and the inclusion of the
end-effect by tbe revised O.S.M. The
computer programs “SCORES”, developed
at Oceanics, Inc. and sponsored by the
Ship Structure Committee (Report SSC-230)
and USEAKEEPINGM , developed at the Mas–
sachusetts Institute of Technology, are
two typical examples of the aforemen-
tioned methods. Basically, ‘<SCORES!!a“d
,,SEAKEEPING’, are similar in predicting
ship responses in regular and irregular
waves. However, the scope is somewhat
different. ?!SCORES” with its recent
modification calculates, in addition to
the other modes, the surge motion approx-
imated by the corresponding result of an
ellipsoid. “SEAKEEPING” includes a
special routine to handle bulb sections
which cannot be properly treated by tbe
commonly used “Lewis” rout ine, and also
computes the non–linear rolling of the
ship, as well as the occurrences of slam-
ming, deck wetness and propeller racing.

The basis for predicting the dy-
namic response in a seaway rests on
the assumptions that both the irregular
waves and the ship’s short-term respon–
ses are narrow–banded, that ship res-
ponses are time-invariant linear systems,
and that the superposition principle Is
applicable to the prediction of ship
responses in irregular seas. With these
assumptions, the so-called long-term
prediction of ship responses in her
lifetime can be made, choosing a certain
form of probability density function of
short-term ship response characteristics.
Many general statistics theories are
currently used in the field of naval
architecture. In contrast to the nar-
row–banded process, the technique of
extreme values has recently been pro–
posed due to the spectra of many random
phenomer:a observed in practice which
cover a certain range of frequencies
and often may have several maxiIIIa
during one cycle,as determined from zerc
crossings The above-mentioned Prin-
ciples and procedures in prediction
techniques are described In (20).

—
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Figure 46

A comparison between two theoreti-
cal calculation methods, using the
!I,scoREs,,and ‘rSEA KEEp INGtl Compute P

programs, has been made by the Research
and Development Division of the Ameri-
can Bureau of Shipping, with Figure 46
showing samples of comparison. The
two different programs yield acceptable
results for symmetric motions (but not
for asymmetric motions ) and generally
show better predictions of bending
moments and shear forces than of
motions.

The 5pectral density function of
waves plays an important role In ashipts
long-term response determination. Two
different approaches are used: an
empirical approach employing an expms -
slon for the long-term behavior (Weibull
distribution) of the sea as a basis for
predictions of long-term behavior of
ships at sea, and an approach using the
wave spectra representing the sea con–
ditlon in a certain ocean area.,with a
normal distribution of short-term
Rayleigh parameters in each sea condi-
tion.

There are a number of different
methods used far long-temn predictions.
All the classification agencies and
regulatory bodies have their own
techniques, using the same principles,
but with differences in detail pro-
cedure. Unlike theoretical predictions
of ship responses in regular naves,
which can be verified by model tests,
the validity of various long-term
p~ediction methods can only be justi-
fied by sufficient collection of f“ll-
scale measured data. TWO Such Compa-
risons are shown in Figures ti7and 48.
In Figure 07, adapted from (21), data
on four tankers and one bulk carrier
are compared with an extrapolation
based on a probability model assuming
a Rayleigh distribution of the measured
short-term responses and normal distri-
butions of the Raylelgh parameters in
each of five weather groups When
statistical stress data are not avail-
able , as in a new design, the SCORES
pz’og~am can be used to calculate res-
ponse operators from which the short-
term responses can be calculated for
representative sea spectra. This
aPproach iS currently used by the
American Bureau of Shipping and repre-
sents one of the two typical prediction
procedures.

In Figure 48, adapted from (22),
data on a cargo ship are compared with
a theoretical extrapolation “here both
the long-term behaviors of the ship and
the waves are assumed to follow a Weibull

distribution. This kind of approach
is another typical technique currently
used.
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LONG-TERMDISTR1BUTIONSOF STRESSFOR
ALL SHIPSIN ACTUALALL-WEATHERSERVICE,
COMPAREDWITHHISTOGRAM DATA POINTS

Both approaches fit very well the
full-scale data chosen for each compa-
rison. It is quite possible that the
Raylelgh-normal distributions may not
fit data for small ships and the
Weibull distribution may not fit data
for lar~e shlDs as it does for small
on’?.?. ioweve>, the load prediction
should be emphasized for large ships
since the design technique for small
ships is quite well established.

Pressure Distribution. The recent
development of longer, wider ships such
as slow-moving bulk carriers and longer,
faster ships for the container, LNG and
and LPG trades, makes it desirable to
use a sophisticated method for both
the overall and the local ship struc-
ture analyses, In which the ship hulls
are characterized by a great number of
stiffened plate fields or grillages -
the so–called “flnlte element approach”.

Figure b?

E = PARAMETER OF SHORT TERM RAYLEIGH
DISTRIBUTION OF PEAK-TO-PEAK STRESS X

P = PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE

Lmg-term dkrrib. rims of 4Fand of dmt term.Xm.?me$.bta;ma from full std. d. ta

Figure 48
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wave Length.~.>~
Sh.o k“dh

—1rm,
~$f=- ....,.

— Actual 3PvessureAmplitude
- -–- lmagina~y

DY.amic PP.ss...Distt.ib.tions

Figure Q9

In order to make full use of the advan-
tages of such a mathematical model, the
dynamic loads resulting from the waves
encountered by the ship in a seaway
have to be known, so that the forces at
each finite element node on the wetted
surface can be annroximated. This
requires the cal;~lation of Pressure
distribution on the ship?s hull. The
study of two–dimensional pressure
distributions has been done for many
vears. Mo~e recently. under the
“sponsorship of the A;;rican Bureau of
Shipping, Webb Institute developed a
technique to determine the pressure
distribution, using an extended mapping
methOd, (23), (24), and this distribut-
ion is linked with a ship motion
program.

All of the aforementioned methods
predict the pressure up to the still
water-line, due to the linearized
theopy of infinitesimal waves. Figure
49, adapted from (25), illustrates
a t~nical distribution of ds.namic
pre~; ures around a forward iection
0.15L from the bow of a T-2 tanker
model at different forward speeds
It can be seen that the predicted
pressure agrees quite well with meas-

ured values. Also> in order to make
use of theoretically computed results
for structural analysis, approximations
as shown by the solid lines in Figure
09 have to be used for estimating
pressure above the still water line.

Structural Configuration and Scant lings

Classification Rules. Some of the
classification societies have developed
computer programs based on their rules
to assist in the determination of
vessel 8cantlings. A typical come’uter
approach to ship design is ABS/RULESCANT,
a system of time-sharing programs that
determine scantlings satisfying the ABS
IRIJlerequirements (26) for midship sec-
tions of oil, ore or bulk carriers.
The input typed by the user at a time-
sha~ing terminal consists of the basic
scantlings of the vessel, the Plate and
stiffener scantling values, location of
longitudinal, and transverse member6.
A data base (file) of all the processed
ship information is created for use by
the many output RULESCANT programs
which can be individually selected for
execution by the user at the time-
sharing terminal.

One of the programs is used to
check scantlings of the midship section.
The program determines the Rule-required
plate thicknesses, stiffener and hull
girder section moduli, incremental sec-
tional area required to be added to the
deck or bottom to meet Rule requirements,
weight per unit length, and theT:~lfl;~le
shear stress and shear force.
mulas used by the program in determining
the Rule requirements are also listed,
as a matter of information to the user.
After viewing the results, the user can
immediately change any of the input,
including the given values of the plat-
ing and stiffener scantlings. Then he
can rerun the program while at the ter-
minal and obtain answers within minutes
of alte~ing the input.

There is also a preliminary design
program, which requires input of only a
basic definition of the midship geometry.
The program then determines the minimum
Rule requirements for the midship sec–
tion. This program can be used to
provide quick Rule analysis for prelimi-
nary design purposes.

Typical output from RULESCANT follows.

RuLEs FORMULAS uSED IN THE PLATE THICKNESS CALCULATIONS

11 FLAT PLATE KEEL: PLATE NO. 1
22.19.1 T=0.0003’+37L(2.6*10/D) T= 0.745 L= 677.790 U= 52.500
22. 19.1 T.0.00331S [0.70RAFT.O.02 lL-164)1**1/2. o.l T. O.TO6
s= 30.000 OHAFT= 313.500 L= 677.790
15.15.2 THTS*(TMS-C)Q*C TI+TS8 0.745 TMS= 0.745 C=O.170 9=1.0000
22. 19.3 7=T+0.06 T= 0.805
22. 19.7 1= 0.731 REDuCTION= 0.081
22.19.3 T=T*O.06 7= 0.791
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21 BOTTOM SHELL! PLATE NO. z
22.19.1 T=0.0003937L (2.6+10/0) T= 0.745 L= 67T.790 D= 52.500
22.19.1 T=0.00331S (0.70RAF7+0.02(L-164) )**1/2+0.l T=
s=

0.706
30.000 DRAFT= 3B.SOO L= 671.790

15.15.2 WITS* (TMS-C)Q*C THTS= 0.745 TMS= 0.745 C=O.170 Q=l.0000
22.19.7 1= 0.675 REOUCTION= 0.075

3: SIOE SMELL I PLA7E NO. 3
22.19.1 T=0.0003937L (2.0+21/0) T* 0.640 L= 677.790 0= 52.5oo
22.19.1 T=0.00287S I0.70RAFT*0.02L) **1/2+0. l T= 0.648

s= 30.000 ORAFT* 38.500 L= 677.790
15.15.3 TliTS=(TMS-C)((Q*29**l/2) /3).C TH7S= 0.648 TMS. 0.648 C=O.170 Q=l.0000
.%?.19.7 7= 0.675 REDUCTION= 0.075

RULES FORWL4S USED IN THE sTIFFENER SECTION wOOULUS CALCULATIONS

STIFFENERS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a g 10 11
22.29.2 SM=IA.0061CriSL**2 SM.

12 13 14 15 16
86.817 C=l. +0 H= 60.S00 S= 2.5oo L= 10,000

22..?9.2 SMCC=.9SM SMCC. 78, 136 SM* 86.817
6.15.3 SM=O(S14) sM- 86.817 Q-1.0000
6.15.3 SM=Q(S141 SM. ?8.13b 9=1.0000

STIFFENERS 36 35 34 33 32 31 30 29 2.9 27 26 25 2$ 23 22 21
S71FFENEMS 20 19 ,18 17
22.29.2 SM=O.0041CHSL**2 W= lo.?50 C-1.25 H= 8.uOO S= 2.5oo Lo 10.OOO
22.29.2 SMCC=.9SH SMCC~ 9.225 SM= 10.Z5O
6.15.3 SM=@(SMl SM. 10.250 Q=l.0000
6.15.3 SM=Q(SM) SM= 9.225 Q=l.0000

STIFFENEF15

BOTTOM LOW ITUOINALS
.--3---------------- -------------------- -------------------- ----------
10 OFF.SM REQ.SM OFF.SMC RE13.SMC s L Q c

IN**3 IN**3 IN**3 IN**3 F;ET FEET FEET
------------------------ ................................--------------

3
4
5
6
‘7
8

1:
11
12
13
14
15
16
1
2

40.2
40.2

3923.2
40.2
40.2
40.2

3923.2
40.2
40.2
+0.2

3923.2
40.2
40.2
60,2

6065.9
+0.7

86.8
86.8
86.8
86.?3
S6.8
t16.8
86.6
86.8
86.8
86.0
136.8
86.8
86.8
86..9
86.6
86.8

39.6
39.6

3666.7
39.6
39.6
39.6

3666.7
39.6
39.6
39.6

3666.7
39.6
39.6
39.6

3840.e
40.2

78.1
78.1
78.1
78.1
72..1
78.1
78.1,
78.1
78.1
78.1
78.1
78.1
78.1
78.1
78.1
78.1

60.50
60.50
60.50
bo.so
60.50
60.50
60.50
60.50
60.50
60.50
60.50
bo.50
60.50
60.50
60.50
60.50

2.50 10.00 1.0000 1.40
2.5o 10.00 1.0000 1.40
2.50 10.00 1.0000 1.40
2.50 10.00 1.0000 1.40
2.50 10.00 1.0000 1.40
2.50 10.00 1.0000 1.40
2.50 1(1.00 1.0000 1.40
2.50 10.OQ 1.0000 1.40
2.50 10.00 1.0000 1.40
2.50 10.00 1.0000 1.40
2.5o 10.00 1.0000 1.40
2.50 10.00 1.0000 1.40
2.50 10.00 1.0000
2.50 10.00 1.0000
2.5I3 10.00 1.0000
2.s0 10.00 1.0000

.*O

.40

.40

.40

STIFFENER CON Tf.lUUTION TO HULL GIROER SECTION MOLWLUS
MA, MY, Ix, IY ARE Calculi TEO ASOUT 8ASELINE
OdN IX 1S C4LCULATEll ABOUT OWN CG PARALLEL TO 8ASELINE

CORROSION-CONTROL
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------------- --------------
STIFF ARE& MY. MY IX IY OWN IX

SQ*IN SU*FT*IN sQ*FT*IN SQ*FT*SQ*IN sQOFT*sQ*IN 5Q*FT*SQ*IN
........................................................------------ -----------

1 40.14 261.20 0.0 1699.69 0.0 448.34

2 11.20 5.23 28.00 2.44 70.00
3 11.20

0.81
5.23 56.00

11.20
2.44 2AA0.00 Q.81

4 5.23 84.00 2.44 630.00 0.81

5 80.28 522.40 .s02.80 3399.37 !3028.00 896.68

e L1.tu 5..2> 1*0. OU 2.44 1750.00 0.41
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------- - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -----------------
STIFF AREA Mx MY IX IY our! lx

5.9*1N SI.I*FT*IN SCJ*FT*IN SQ*FT*SQ*l N SQ*FT*SQ*IN S@ FT0SQ91N

.---. .......................------------ ........ ............-------------------
7 1;.20 5.?3

11.20
168.00 2.64 2520.00 0.81

e 5.23 196.00 2.6*
*

80.28
3430.00 0.81

522.40 1605.60 3399.37
io

32111.99
11.20

896.68
5.23 252.00 2.46 5670.00

11 11.20
0.81

5.23 2e0. oiJ 2.4+ TOOO.00
1? 11.20

0.81
5.23 308.00 2.4+

13 80.28
8470.00 0.81

522.40 2408.40 3399.37 72251.94 896.68
14 11.20 5:23 364.00 2.46
15 11.20

11830.00 0.81
5.2!3 392.00 2.44

16 11.20
13720.00 0.81

5.23 420.00 2.64 15750.00 0.2.1
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19

32.14
10.87
10.87
10,87
32.14
10.87
10.87
10.87
32.1+
10.87
10.87
10.%7
32.14
lU.87
10.87
10.87
0.0

10.87

1645,13
561.65
581.65
581.6!S

1645.13
581.65
581.65
581.65
1605.13
5L11.65
581.65
581.65

1645.13
581.65
581.65
581.65

0.0
579.00

80.35
54.36
81.5+

102!.72
401.75
163.08
190.26
217.+4
642.80
244.62
271.80
298.98
964.20
353.3*
380.52
407.70

0.0
461 .2,?

84207.81
31118.38
31118.38
31118.38
84.207.81
31118.38
31118.38
31118.38
a4z07. al
3111a .3a
3111a .3a
3Llla.3a
84207. al
31118.3a
‘3111n.38
3111.9.38

0.0
30834.93

200.87
271.80
611.55
loa7.20
5021.87
2446.20
3329.55
4348.80

12855.99
S503.95
6795.00
a221.95

28925.9a
l14a3.5s
1331a .20
152aa.75

0.0
19566.06

ao.8a
0.91
0.91
0.91

ao. aa
0.91
0.91
0.91

ao.8Ll
0.91
0.91
0.9A

eo.aa
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.0
0.2.9

18 10.87 575.63 48a.19
17 10.87

.i0476..59 21921.25 0..99
572.25 515.16 30120.95 24410.24

98 80. ?8
0.89

529, ?7 3604.92 34a9.31
99 80..?8

161 Ti7b.63 16.00
689.41 3781.04 5920.27 178079.75 16.00

---------------------- .-.-- ............. ............------------ ..........----
TOTAL 868. 18396 .9Q0 21216.777 S23021.161 709077.024 7034.32

PLATE CON Ti?18uT10N TO HULL GIWUt R SECTION MO13ULUS
*XV MY. Ix? lY AW CALCUL4TE0 AaOul BASELINE
014141X 1S CALCULATED ABOUT OWN CG PARALLEL TO 64SEL1NE

COIW3S1ON-CONTROL
.................................------------- .........------------- -----------
PLATE AHtA !4), MY lx lY ODIN 1X

SO*1N WJ*FT*IN SQ*FT*IN siJ*FT.sQ. IN SQOFT.SQ*IN sQ*FT.sQ.~N
.....................................................----------- .--------------

27.00 0.0 40.50 0.0 01.00 0.01
; 324.61 0.0 7360.13
3 39.79

0.0 208760.19 0.09
299.61 191a.47 2332.59 92494.13 76.43

+ 252.18 7oe3.95 12413.23 226712.06 611019.81
5 60,50

27720.99
2991.29 3104.88 1*7 L!’?2.25 13S422.13 197.21

6 la4.50 9963.00 55a1.13 538002.00
7 loa.84 5795.75

175290.31 0.06
5061.08 308644.31 236646.38

e 60.00
20.44

300.00 2400.00
Y 50.63

2000.00 96000.00 Soo. oo
734.14 2025.21 109 LI6.79 610a7.69 341.76

43.85 1030.43
;:

1753.92 24511.03 70404.06 295.97
40.50 1316.25 1620.00 43051.50 6S296.09

12 43.85 1819.69 1753.92
273.38

75813.13
13 48.00 2400.00

71094.69 295.97
1920.00

14 77. na
120255.96

127.27
703a6.94 256.00

3161.73 405.34 1650a2.2s 573.11
990 7.31 34)6.65 365.62 20+44.32 l&596.17 0.34

.---- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ----------- . . . . . . . . . . . . .---. . . . . . . . . . . . . ---
TOT&L 1370. 34248.035 50479,817 1521051.268 2088661.820 30551.7s

I

L
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oFFtI?ED VALUES
..............
TOTAL AREA= 4889.918 93*IN
TOTAL !4X= 116403.694 IN*S61*FT
TOTAL MY= 0.0 INOSQ.FT

TOTAL Ix= 2402812.291 SQ*FT*SQ*IN
TOTAL lY= b182457. 138 SIWFT*SW IN
M.A. tHUPIdhbLLi Nt 23.805 Fttl
FI.A. FROM CENTERLINE 0.0 FEET
SM TOP = 83735.. 75o IN*SQ*FT
s?!WTTOM = 100938.000 lN*SQ*FT
SM PORT = 123649.125 IN*SQ*FT

N*SWFT
TON/FEET

SM STED = 123649.125 If
dEIGMT PER LENGTH 7.627

TOTAL LOCAL INERT IA 4140.?.074

REQUIRED AS OF 1975 RULES
.........................

6.3.2 MS=CST*L**2*SOR7(L) ●AI*(CB*O.51 MS= 635329.250 CST*.0002757
L= 677.790 6= 100.000 Csl= 0.82000
6.3.2 hE=0.018e Ll*ll .535 HE= 23.955 Ll= 690.000
6.3.2 MU=C2*L1**20B*HE Mu. 652726.563 C2=0.0005723
LIIC 690.000 0= 100.000 HE= 23.955
6.3,2 MW=C2*L1**2*B*HE MU= 591700.000 C2=0.000518EI
Ll= 690.000 fS= 100.000 HE= 23.95S
6.3.2 M7=HSW* (K13*Mu)MT= 1088055.000 !4S#= +3S329. Z50
KB= 1.000 Mu= 652726.563
6.3.2 FP=i 0.56-(790. -Ll/AS45. FP= 10.+27 L=
6.3.2 SM=M7/FP SM=

677.790
104347.680 MT= 1088055.000 FP= 10.427

6.15.3 SM=Q(SM) SW= 104347 .6F!89=1.0000
6.15.3 SM=OISM) SM= 104347,688 9=1.0000
HULL GIRUER SECTION MOOULUS REQUIREMENTS
TOP = 11J4347.68FJl107T0M m 104347.680
Q-70P =1.0000 Q-UOTTOM =1.0000

MT [OFF )=SM70Pi OFF J*FP MT(OFFI= 873129.875 SMTOP. 83735.750 FP=
S*OM(Of Fl=MTIOFFI-MW SIN3AF(OFF) .?20403.313 MT(OFFI= 873129.87S

10.427
Mu= 6527z6

70 MAKE OFFEREO I’(ULLGIRDER SECTION MOLWLUS EQUAL TO REQUIREO
SECTION MODULUS-00 THE FOLLOWIN@:
1. ARE& TO dE ADOEO TO THE TOP 1S 434.6301 N**2
7HIS IS EWIVALEN7 TO AN INCREASE OF THE AVERAGE TOP PLATE THICKNESS
OF FltoM 0.812 TO 1.36S IN

2. AREA TO @E SUEITRACTELIFROM (N07 INCLUOING THE F.P;K.) IS 15.4681N**2
THIS 1S EQUIVALENT TO A DECREASE OF Tl+i AVERAGE PLATE THICKNESS
OF FROM 0.750 TO 0,734 IN

-WI D.h. & ,> 23*UU.422 W@ IN*F 1
SNEAAI THICKNESS IS 1.141 INCHES FOR HALF

FOR flALF THE SHIP
THE SHIP

SHEAR CALCULATION

1975 SHEAH CALCULATION

FRAME NO. 264 STATION 36.000

●**USING REouIREU SHEAR FORCESOO*

6.3.48 Fw=K*MU/Ll FM= 10110166 K= 1.069 Mu= 652726.563

Ll= 690.000
6.3.48 Fsk=5. o*MS/L FSW= 3211.3S8 MS= ●35329,250 L= 677.790

6.3.4A Fs=(FSw. Fdl*M/12. *T*l) FS=
Fw= 1011.166 M=

3.262 FSW= 3211.3.S8
609802.125 T= 1.141 I= 34600+736,000

MAXIMUM STILL WATER SHEAISINO FORCE= 3211.381 n’HEN THE MAXIMUM SHEAR
ST12ESS= 6.7500 ANO ACTUAL SHEARING STRESS INOUCEO BY UAVE= 3.2623

FRAME NO. 240 ST4Tlori 96.oOO
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•..us~NG “E”u~RE,2 SHEAR FORCES.*.
6.3.40 FW.K*MW/Ll Fw= 2696.460
Ll= 690.000

K= 2.850 Mu= 652726.563

6.3.68 Fsw.5. o*Ms/L FSW= 3.?11.388 MS= 63S329.250 L= 677.790

6.3.44 Fs=(Fsw*Fu )*M/(2. *T*I) FS= 4.564 FSW= 3211.388

Fit= 26’36.440 M= 609802.125 T= 1.141 1= 366004736.000

MAXIMUM S71LL WATER SHEARING FORCE= 3211.384 WHEN THE MAX I*UM SHEAR
STRESS= 6.7S00 ANO ACTUhL SHEARING STRESS INDUCED L4V dAVE= +.56*3

Engineering Anal~sls. Since the
classification rules cannot cover all
design aspects in specifics, most of
the classification societies will reriew
under special consideration any design
supported by rational calculations.
Such deslm mav deviate from the Dublisb-
ed classi~icat;on rules and yet bi
accepted If the supporting engineering
analysis proves it to be structurally
sound. For example, according to the
ABS classification Rules (26), alter-
native arrangements and scantlings will
be considered if “they can be shown
through . . a systematic analysis
based on sound engineering principles,
to meet the overaSl safety and strength
standards of the Rules” The design
procedure, in this case, combines both
intuition based on past design exper-
ience and structural analysis aimed at
determining satisfactory structural
response.

Nowadays, many computer programs
are available for rational engineering
analyses (2). These computer programs
cover various types of analyses, such
as : small displacement, large displace–
ment, incremental plasticity, cI-ee.p,
thermal effects, temperature-dependent
material, natural frequencies, mode
shapes, transient response and struc–
tural instability.

~timization Techniques

Optimization Techniques. Optimizat-
ion techniques of shiD Structures are
in their first steps in cmnpa~ison to
ship structure analysis technology.
Among the few known optimization meth’ds,
optimality criteria and a mathematical
programming formulation such as the
penalty function approach are most pl-o-
mising at this stage. Some of the areas
of development are:

1. Optimization progranm based on
ABS Rules . such as a web frame str”ctu..
ral optimization (27), deal with the
weight minimization of a web frame based
on stress constraints derived from
standard load cases recommended by ABS.
Web height, thickness and flange ama
are design variables in each member of
the frame,whereas the effective area of
the web flange consisting of the shell,
deck or bulkhead plating is treated as
fixed user input. A two-dimensional
frame analysis program is used in the
design procedure,

2. Midship section design work
being done for the American Bureau of
Shipping at the University of Michigan
deals with the weight minimization of
the hull girder section per unit ship
length. About ten design variables are
selected to characterize the midship
section, such as plate thicknesses of
the bottom, deck and side shell, section
moduli of the bottom and deck longitu-
dinal and their spacinga, stiffener
spacing along ship sides and longitu-
dinal bulkheads, and stringer positions.

The ABS Rule requirements are used
to act as design constraints, such as
maximum and minimum plate thlcknes.?,
maximum and minimum stiffener size, etc.

3. Other optimization work in-
cludes a midship section optimization
program (28), oriented toward the design
of the longitudinally effective struc-
ture of a cargo ship, conforming to the
classification Rules established by ABS.
The Drofzram is caoable of handling anv
stru;tu~al materi>l in the mldshi~ “
section. Combinations of framing
systems (transverse and/or longitudinal )
are possible within the panels created
by the decks, longitudinal bulkheads,
inner:bottom, bottom shell, and the side
shell sections between decks . Material
combinations are varied as zones through–
out the ship cross section. In addition
to the 1ongitudinally effective material,
the program sizes transverse structural
framing, consisting of web frames for
longitudinally framed sections and
transverse deck and/or shell stlffenex’s
for transversely framed sectfens. Also
included in the design are bottom floors
and reverse frames. UDOn cOmDletion of
the design for each ship, an ;stimate
is made of the structural weight and of
the labor and material cost involved in
the construction

Examples. A study summarized i“
Refer~) was performed to investi-
gate the feasibility of designing a web
frame that satisfies certain require-
ments stipulated by an isolated ballast
system to be used in tankers.

For the process of optimization,
the web frame must be divided into zones
of constant thickness, as sho”n in Fig–
ure 50. The extent of this decomposi-
tion is a.rbit?ary and depends on the size
and availability of steel plates, conven–
Ie”ce, ease of Construction, etc. A
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finite element analysls and framework
analysis were used in conjunction with
von Mises yield criteria for computation
of stresses.

m’261 25 241 23 ,, 22 21

2, ‘;2 “
,9

,, ,7

,6 15 14

,> ,2

11 ,0 9

-

I
Zone,of..”s,,.,!hick.e,,

Figure 50

An optimality criterion based on
fully stressed design was used to mini-
mize the weight of the web frame with a
double iteration procedure developed for
the efficient use of the finite element
analysis In the optimization program.
The shell, deck and bottom platings were
not allowed to vary in the optimization
procedure, since tbe thicknesses of these
are determined from longitudinal strength
requirements and other considerations.

Tbe main conclusion was that it Is
possible to minimize the weight of the
web frame, with the reduction in the
weight being dependent on the minimum
allowable plate thickness Three differ-
ent thickness requirements were used and
the corresponding reductions in weight
are shown in Figure 51.

The optimization procedure is gene-
ral and is applicable to any web frame
or similar structures. A possible
extension of this computer program is
to relate the amount of stiffeners re–
quired to prevent shear buckling and
vibration to the minimum plate thick-
ness of the webs.

Computer Graphics

Wltb the improvement of the general
purpose structural programs to analyze
large and complex structures economic-
ally, the need for efficient methods of
checking input data and reviewing output
results becomes more pressing. The
field of computer graphics satisfies
this need by producing visualizations
Of the structural models and stress

cr...“S* ...r.t.o”.

l“!l”,”,,.1,!!,m!.rv.’rthicknesso“the“,!I”(z.,I”!)

Figure 51

patterns. The inherent advantages and
disadvantages of the two basic methods
of computer graphics, passive and inter-
active, dictate the usefulness and areas
of application of each method.

Passive graphic systems include
plotters (flatbed, drum, and electro–
static) and microfilm recorders. Tbe
nature of these devices prohibits user
interaction and therefore their use is
best suited to applications where a
user has time to review the resultant
plots before making any changes or
going on to the next step. The most
popular applications include plots of
tbe geometric model (input) , deflected
shapes and stress contours (output ).
Since turnaround requirements for these
applications can usually be measwed in
hours, the normal operating procedure
is to run these jobs in the batch mode
on large computer systems and produce
tapes which can subsequently run on
tbe plotters.

Most of the large finite element
prog~ams ha”e plotting capabilities
as part of the basic program or as
sepa?at’? add–on modules. In addition,
there are many general purpose plotting
programs that can use the output files
generated by most finite element pro–
grams, although in some cases inter-
face programs must he written. Input
geometrical plots (two-and three-
dimensional perspective views) and a
wide variety of output plots (deflected
shapes, force and moment diagrams,
stress contours) form the most geneP-
ally available plot features.

The basic advantage of the passive
system is that large amounts of data
can be processed economically.
plotter iz the only additional

The
equip-
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ment needed, and It is relatively inex-
pensive ($5,000 – $20,000 range); the
actual computer runs necessary to gen–
crate the plots can be run in the batch
mode and the impact on a large computer
system is minimal. The obvious disad-
vantage is the lack of interaction.
Incremental mode plotters are relatively
slow (detailed plots can take many hours)
but electrostatic plotters can produce
hard copies at rates comparable to most
reproducing machines.

Interactive graphics systems con–
sist of display consoles , means of
entering and editing data (usually CTR,S,
tablets, keyboa~d de”ice~) , and a ccm-
puter, system to perform the “arious
operations of maintaining the data files,
and the calculations needed to protiuce
the plots.

Interactive systems find their
greatest use in design work. The de–
signer is able to communicate with th?
computer%, See the results, and make the
necessary changes. The earlier systems
required either a totally dedlczted me–
dlum size computer OF a large portion
(partition) of the resources of a large
computer. In recent years, the a“ai.la–
bility of time–sharing systems and pow.
erf”l minicomputers has relaxed these
requirements.

There is a prolife~ation of inter–
action graphic de”ices, minicomputers,
and specialized systems, but the desig~
feat”~es and goals are similsr’, A de-
sirable system should:

1. provide full accessibility to
all data through a graphics terminal .

2. use low-cost graphics terminals
to allow access to the greatest number
of users at the minimal capital outlay.

3. be machine-independent ,
b. possess enough flexibility so

that it can easily be maintained and
expanded in response to user needs,

5. be able to interface wjth fi–
nite element programs

If one Camot afford the luxury of
a completely dedicated system, criteria.
1.and 2.can best be met with a time-
sharing system. Of particular interest,
since it satisfies the above criteria
and especially since it was designed
primarily for ship Structures, is the
GIFTS (Graphics–oriented ~nteractive
Finite Element Analysis Package for
Time sharing Systems) package (2)—

The entire system accesses a Unified
Data Base (UDB) which stores all perti-
nent data on a set of random access files.
Each individual module Ca” access and
operate on the UDB. After the enti~e
model has been verified, part of the UDB
forms the input to a general purpose
analysis program (e.g., NASTRAN, DAISY,
SAP) The output from the analysis pro-

gram is then incorporated into the UDB
and additional modules can display Te–
Suits Some of the displays obtained
during the “arious phases of a“ analysis
of the lower portion of a tanker web
frame are shown in Figures 52 and 53.

INPUT MODEL

Figure 52

m.,
OUTPUT - DEFLECTED SHAPE

AND STRESS VALUES

Figure 53

l’hegreatest disadvantage of the
interacting graphics systev. is the
cost associated with a dedicated com.–
puter system, ranging from $20,000 for
minicomputers to a few million dollars
for large computer systems. Time-
sharing equipment can significantly
reduce the initial cost, but on a 10ng-
term basis connect charges for such
systems can be significant

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

summary of Current Status

Structural Response. The analysis
of ShiD structures for static loads
or equivalent static loads is well es-
tablished, and the finite element meth-
od of solution provides structural res-
ponses of excellent engineering accumcy.
New developments in the field of sub-
structures together with the incorpor–
ation of new finite elements, such as
solids , allow a better structural repre-
sentation and a significant reduction
In m%~ho.rs per analysis.

.
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Dynamic loads on a ship are not
nearly as well defined as static loads,
and much work remains to be done in this
area. Hydrodynamic coefficients, espe-
cially at high wave frequencies, and
internal damping characteristics require
more investigation. More fU1l-SC.31e
data on exci~ation forces and wave spec-
tra is also needed.

In performing a rational engineer-
ing analysis, structural reliability
should be taken into account , together
with the appropriate extensions beyond
elastic theory to fracture mecha”ica,
crack propagation, etc

Computer-Aided Design. Pi-ograms
to determine ship characteristics, such
as hydrostatic curves of form, stabil–
Ity, etc. have been widely developed
and used, and they provide satisfacto~y
results for use in the development of
the ship design. However , programs
such as ship motion, external pressure,
etc , are still in a preliminary stage,
with many limitations on their capabil-
ity.

The trend of classification society
rules is to encourage rational cOmputer–
aided analysis. Structural optimization
is an excellent tool whose applications
are expanded in the industry. Computer
graphics is another fairly recent a“d
not yet very widely used development ,
providing significant time savings to–
gether with very quick error detection,

Recommended Research Subjects

Based upon the above description
of the current status, the following
items are recommended for further con-
sideration, study and Investigation:

1. excitation (loading) forces
induced by propeller and waves including
theoretical analyses and experimental
measurements.

2. improvement of the strip theory
in calculating added mass and damping
coefficients by taking three-dimensional
effects into account.

3. statistical combined effects of
wave-induced and springing vibFatOry
response of ship structure.

4. development of a procedure to
assess the reliability of ship structur E
by means of damage statistics based on
survey records, and their incorporation
into fracture mechanics analyses and
long–term wave load analyses.

5. development of required ship
design computer programs to facilitate
and expedite the design process
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D1SCUSS1ON

J. R. Cheshire, Member
The paper presents . comprehensive survey

of different aspects of structural analysis and
design of ships‘ structures, and offers the
reader brief details from which he may compare
a variety of the larger F. F..computer programs.
It is connne.dablein its scope and compares very
fs.vourablywith the many other papers of similar
nature which have been presented i. recent years.

Llovd,s Rezisterls directinterestlies in
the disc&sio. ;nd relative merits of the NAs–
TSAN finite element computer pro~r.smas dealt
with in the paper, and the Table below gives
corrections to the analysis options shown in
‘Table1 of tbe paper. As with many large com-
puter programs, NASTW is of dynamic design
and a number of facilities not mentioned in
Table 1 are contained in the more recent re–
leases

L10yd,9 Register uses NASTR.4N.+san inte-

gral Part of a large engineering system (LR.SAFE),
developed for application to the appraisal of
ship structures, . description of which is given
in Ref.1, The system contains comprehensive
data ge”eracio” and post-processing facilities
available for use on nmi” frame computers,
together wirh complementary interactive graphics
modules run on a mini-computer. Tbe .s. of
finite element techniques has progressed beyond
the stage of the static elastic response ex-
amples gives in the paper

In an attemPt co demonstrate the range of
work undertaken, the results of three analyses
using the NASTR4N capability are given in Fig.

1. through Fig. 3. = shows a graphic dis-
Play of the buckling mode from a set of results
of a stiffened floor panel of a double-bottom
structure.

—

,. ,,”.,,dis,lscem..ts ,,s

2. L.,,. dis,laceme”ts ,,s

3. ,..leme”tal,lasticit, YE,

4. creep NO

5. TSm,eratureCi.!x.dent..,.,,81 *s

,, .at.ral frequencies,mode sh~x= ,%s

7. Tra.sie.t res,.n.s ,,,

8. D.,. ,........” ,0

9. .,..,,,..,,,,.,s ,,s

10, M.lti-elcmxt1ibr=v ,,s

1,. ,.....1crfects m,

1,. aifurc.ii”nbuckl i”, ,,s

E,, ,“CKL\NGA40DE— DOUBLEBOTTOMFLOOQ.?,.[15
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The analysis makes .s. of NASTSAN rigid
format 5 i. which a stress analysis is performed
to obtain the stress state on which the differ-
ential stiffness generation is based. Eign–
values are extracted using inverse power iter.-
tion.

~ shows a corqxrison of edge stresses
around a transverse bulkhead cutout for a lonKi-
tudinal. ‘Thediagram compares the results of-
. linear analysis using NASTRAN rigid format 1,
and a piecewise linear analysis using NASTRAN
rigid format 6. ln the non-linear or piecewise
a.alvsis. the load is amlied in increment.. . . .
until the full load intensity is reached. At
each incrementthe stiffnessmatrixfor the non-
linearelementsis computedand then addedto
tbe b.%ic ii.... stiffness matrix. The incre
meritedsolutions are added to tbe current
solution after each load increment is a.nlied

the structure. In tbe example shown;’fiv.
>d increments were applied before attaining
11 load,

Finally, ~ illustrates a transient
response model in which tbe bendin. moments

.wlied co . h.11 gi.der by a transient force
are estimated from the particular solution of
the equation.

!, ,
ti+Nx+Tx= F(t)

where: M = mass matrix

N = damping matrix

T = stiffness matrix

F(t) = time dependent force vector

i = first derivative of displacement

.i . .eco”d derivative of displacement

The solution to this equation is arrived
at by using the NASTRAN rigid format 12,
which makes .s. of modal analysis methods and
employs finite difference techniques. Further
details of the application shown in Fig. 3 are
contained in Ref. 2.
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S. G. .krntson,Visitor
Hr. Stiansen has presented a vivid overview

of the Current state–of-the–art in computer
aided structural design. 1 am sure tbe paper
will be well received and widely read by struc-
tural designers and ship design managers. 1
would like to address a few comments for the
benefit of the latter group, the ship design
m.a”agerswho oversee the structural designer
and especially his computer budget.

The discussion of the comparison of results
using various compuzer techniques may lead to
the erroneous conclusion that only the more
sophisticated programs, such as those utilizing
finite element tech”iq.es, are adequate. This
is “ot the case at all. All of the programs
discussed i“ this paper, as well as some addi-
tional ones, are valid analytical tools. The
simple, inexpensiv. programs have generally been
P....n to be adequate fox Cbe vast majority of
de.signprograms az a fraction of the cosc of
the more expensive sophisticated ones. Simple
beam and space-frame programs have been success-
fully applied for complex appeering problems

which, hy .a.eful planni.8 and f.11 .nde.stand-
ing, have bee” reduced to simple terms. On tbe
other hand there are design problems, sometimes

L



simple appearing ones, which require the full
rigorous treatment of the complex, expensive

programs. The main point of this comment is
simply that the .strucc.raldesigner needs a
wide variety of computer techniques at his dis-
POsal in order to handle a typical ship design.
He should have the freedom to match the proper
design tool with any specific problem in order
to insure that it is adequately and eco”omlcally
handled.

Considering the proposal of a reassessment
of factors of safety as noted under structural
reliability, this is one area which requires
the greatest c.autio”. As pointed out in the
text, current practices are largely based on
ignorance factors but it must .1s. be noted how
well they work within the existing scheme of
things. Advances in techniques shonld, and i.-
deed must, be incorporated into designs, how-
ever the principal way to fully refine the de-
sign process is to insure total co”fide”ce in the
design criteria and ass.rnption.a.The only way
to achieve total confidence is to establish
controls; material property controls, construc-
tion techniquecontrols,fabricationtoler.me
controls,operatingcontrols,etc. Generally
co”t-iolebegetmore controland the cost in
time as .,7.11.s money surelymounts. 1“ many
C.,,,, such as the developmentof submarim
Pressurehullsand nuclearreactorcontaimner~t
vessels,stringmt controlsare obviously“eces-
sary and well worth the cost B“t f“ the .a,e
of most surfaceships,especiallycommercial
rYPe hull.,it would appearthat thereis very
littleadvmtage to be gainedat what may be
great cost. Therefore,it is ra..mme”dedthat
any r,,..,.emlltof factor,of safetybe ap-
proachedwith the utmostprudenceand caution.

In the disc”s,qionof StaticLoading,the
authorpointsout that “the resdtane .t..,,e.
(fromthe staticship balance)are comidered
only as representativestresslevelsratherthan
absolutestressVa$ea,q.This is a criticalpoint
which ca”watbe repeatedtoo often. lt i.
surprizi”ghow often this point1s misunderstood
or perhapsmisrepresented.Just as i“ the case
of factorsof safety,it is a“ igmma”ce factor
which covers a multitude of sins and should
never he considered as anything else.

The final point which 1 would like to take
“p is a“ additional advantage which results from
the .s. of computer graphics. Design mp.”ager.
and others who control design budgets often
consider the “se of passive graphics as an un-
necessarily expensive and time consurmi”gl“x”ry
which is not justified. It should therefore be
pointed out that passive graphicsc.” oft.”be
med to insurecomputer/operatorcomm.nicatio”,
or in otherwords,as a validationcheck. The
succesef”l “se of computers depends “PO” com-
plete under.standingbetween the machine and
hums” elements; ho”ever machine and human logic

dre not generallythe same. Thereforegraphics
can be used to insure “ndersta”ding by req”ir-
ing the machine to interpret the data f“ picto-
rial form. As an example, Figure (marked SA-1)
indicates two sections of a body plan as drawn
by the computer. The offsets for these sections
were similar except for one point at the turn
of the bilge and both sets would have bee” ade-

quate for human interprecatio”. AS i, .Videnc
from the Figure, the computer could not correctly
interpret the data and therefore generated a

.— _
!

$,.,.,,,..,

,,spike,,at r,be turn of the bilge in the one
case. Wk.” calculating the area of the section,
the computer interprets the data in the same
manner thereby introducing an error which is
carried through to the buoyancy and be”di”g
morme”tcalculations. This particular error is
common but is very easily detected by the “se
of a passive graphics check. Figure (marked
SA-2) ill”strates an unrelated error which h...
only detected by use of computer graphics.

Again the COmp.te. had difficulty in interpret–
i“g the body plan although it was able to re-

produce each section correctly. BY COmP”L.,
logic it ge”er.ateda“ excessive amount of
buoyancy in the fare body of the ship (noted as
a b“oya”cy epike) which naturally invalidated
the entire calc”lacio”. The sagging case is
shown, b“t b“oya”cy spikes were also evident,
to lesser extents, in both t-bestill water and
hogging cases as well. Standard “.merical
print-out indicated only that something was
amiss (excessive trim by the stern), but did
“ot indicate the nature of the problem. With-
out a graph check, a great deal of engineering
time could have bee” wasted trying to resolve
the problem. Bothof theseexamplesare from
the same program,howeversimilarones can occur
in almostany program. The main point being
that computer graphics are oft.” a simple mea”.
of i“s”ring tomputer-user u“derstandi”g a“d of
validating the process.

By this paper, M.. Stianse” has made a
“ceded addition to our general ““derstanding of
computer usage i“ ship structural design.

,,.,:..,,.,.,..,.,, .,.:.:.,,,

.
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EdwardV. Lewis,HonoraryMember
MY co~ents applyt. OnlY threefcem.in

this comprehensivepaper. ‘l’befirstis on the
type of dynamicr.seonseknownaS springing
(pp.N-8, 9). This is a particularlyimportant
problemf.. full-ended,flexibleships-- par-
ticularlyGreatLakes bulk carriers. As i“-
dicated i“ the paper, studies have been going
o“ for some time at Webb Institute . . botb ex-

perimental and che.retical aspects (under the
sporwor.bip of tbe U.S. Coast Guard) (3o)

Tbe model tests confirmed the ,Cateme”t i“
tbe paper that “i” most cases, tbe vibration
originates from synchronization of the natural
frequency of bull vibration “ith a region of
the wave energy spectrum “hicb has a relatively
high energy content”. In fact, a regular train
of short waves (say 6 i“cbes long and 114 inch
in height) excited remarkably high vibratory
respor.sei“ a joiuted model at tbe speed for
synchronism. After some modifications and
refinements to the Goodnm” theory (6), good
agreement was obtained between model teers and
theory. Correlations between full-stale
“rna”e.veringtests” and theory was less satisfac-
tory, presumably because of difficulties i“
obtaining reliable simultaneous wave buoy and
stress records and because of doubts regarding
full-scale damping factors. It was concluded
that for eimilar, full bulk carriers tbe “o”–
dimensional springing bending moment 1“ re-
pre,encative severe SaaS varies ~inly with tbe
non-dinv=”sional“at”ral freq”e”cy of vertical
hull vibration. An fraportar.tarea for further
study is recommendation no. 3 (p. N–35),
“statistical combined effects of wave-induced and
springing vibratory response of ship structure.”

Mention is made (p. N-17) of the importance
of structural reliability considerations i.
developing new and improved design standards.
lt is true that botb the loads (demand) and the
response of tbe structure (capability)need to
be treated probabilistically, a“d hence tbe
damage cost determined for each node of fail....
Hence , 1 would agree with recommendation no. 4

(P. N-35): “development of a procedure to assess
the reliability of ship structure by means of
damage .Catis tics basedon surveyrecords,and
theirincorporationinto fracturenecbanics
.malyseea“d long-termwave loadanalyses,,.

My thirdpointis to supportthe statem-
ent regardingbydrodynanicaspectsof the power-
ful finiteelementtechniqueof stressanalysis
(p.N-28). “1” order to make fulluse of tbe
advantagesof such a mathematicalnwdel,the
dynamiclads resulttngfrom the waves en-
counteredby the ship i“ a seaway have to be
known, so that the forces at each finite element
node on the wetted surface ..” be approximated”.
AS indicated, HoffmanVs theoretical approach to
this problem has bee” programmed for computer
at Webb Institute for the simple head sea case.
The programming of the raoredifficult general
case of oblique seas, with motions in five de-

grees of freed.m (pitch, heave, SWaY, roll and
Y.W) i, nearing completion. Another factor to
be accounted for -- “ot mentioned at this point
in the paper -- is tbe mass I“ercis effeccs on
cargo and o“ structural elements as a result of
the mot%. . . . These refi.eme”teshouldgreatly
enhancethe valueof finiteelementcal.cla–
tions.

In COnCluSiOn, 1 should like to offer a“

additional recommendation for further research.
This i. related to tbe preceding comwent on
tbe reliability approach and the need for in-
formation on structural capability. It would
seem to be of great importance to go beyond
the detailed determination of stresses to the
evaluation of “load-carrying ability” of struc-
ture (John Vasta’s.term). Ill-ny CaSeS this
will involve buckling strength of critical panels
subject to in-plane compressive load,. ln other
cases it will involve the low-cycle fatigue
strength of details having high stress concen–
trations. The paper shows both a great deal of
recent progress a“d a great many important
things still to be done. Hence, it is . valu-
able and timely piece of work.

Reference
30) Eoffmm, D. and van Hooff,R. W.,

,’FeasibilityStudyof SpringingModel Te8CS of
a Great Lakes Bulk Carrier:,InternationalShip-
buildingProgress,Narch 1973.

Egil Abraudmr,sen,Member
1“ regard to your interesting suggestion

to a mixed beam-membrane frame idealization,
Fig. 1, DTIVmade some investigations in 1974 on
a hybrid frame model. The results were satis-
factory from the technical point of view but
had little practical consequence as only negli-
gible cost reduction was achieved.

AS the authors assumed, the differ.”.. be-
tween measured and computed stresses IIIthe web
frame no. 90 of “ESSO NORWAY”, Fig. 8 and 9,
must be due to modelli”g approximation and
Initial deflections, DoV has performed 3
separate finite element analyses of “ESS0 NOR-
WAY” as part of the test procednre for our
SBSAM-69 program system at varied stages, and
we would like to add the following:

Generally epeaking, “cry good correlation
between measured and computed stresses was
fo””d for all three analyses.

In tbe last analysis, “hich was of the
order of 24,OOO degrees of freedom with quite
accurate modelling of ope”ir,gs,etc., the dis-
turb.”.. due to initial deformation was even
further revealed. Referring to Fig. 8, tbe
normal stresses plotted at a section through the
bracket in tbe lower part of the wing tank, it
should be mentioned that we obtained similar
discrepancies regarding the normal stresses io
the transverse direction. This was a typical
result of the difference between the linear
elastic finite element analysis of a mathemati-
cally PI.”. structure and the nonlinear but
elastic buckling beh.avio”rof the initially
deformed unstiffer.edplace part. Tbe measured
normal bending stresses on each side of the
plate show that the plate bending stresses due
to buckling were about 5 times cbe membrane
stress. It is therefore of interest to learn
that workmanship inaccuracies, other somrces of
imperfections, dynamic load acc”raey and ml-
linear effects “ill govern the necessaxy mesh .

fi”e”ess.
Recommended Research S“bje.cs.
1 find the items listed by the authors very

aPPrOPriat. and would like to s“pplY th, f.ll~~-
fng information a“d suggestions regarding pos-
sible approaches.

Considering propeller-induced excitation,
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Dec norske Veritas has developed a method and
corresponding computer programs for predicting
hydrodynamic loading on propeller blades, the
amount of cavitation and the pressure impulse.
on the afterbody. In brief the following pro-
cedure is used:

The input data describe the propeller

8e0metry and the axial and cangential
wake field in the propeller plane. A
modified lifting surface technique is
applied to calculate the mean and flu..
tuating chordwise pressure distribution
o“ the propeller blades. The inst.i”-
taneo”s pressure distribution o“ the
bladi”g is also integrated c. give the
excitation forces acting on the shaft.
The .anw””tof cavitation is the” c.al-
cuL.ted using the maximum bubble co”–
cept combined with correlation func–
tions from several full-scale observa–
tion. of cavitation.
Fi”ally the pressure impulses at “..%.”s
points o“ the hull are calculated based
on additional data describing the hull
form and the intermediate results from
the previously described calculations.
The pressure impulses are fonnd by
superposition of pressure impulses from
a non–cavitating propeller and from
volume pulsation of cavities.

The development of the method and the as-
sociated computer program for cal.ulat%On of

propeller-indu.ed excitation has been clOsely
followed up hy extensi”e experiments both in
model tanks a“d onboard ships. These measure-

ments and observations illustrate the the method
gives relfahle re.s”lts.

The authors suggest that three-dinwnsion.al
hydrodynamic effects should be i“cl”ded in com-
putations. 1 agree that this may he necessary
or desirable in some cases, particularly i“ the
case of shipswith largedimensionsa“d blunt
end forms. In this tonne.ticm1 can mention
thato“. of the techniquesappliedin Det norske
Veritas’shipmoticmprograms(Frank Close-fit
$o”r.e and Sink Technique) is “OW extended to
a three-dimensionaldescription. The method

permits ..mpuea?ton of added ~SS and damping
coefficients for any water depth, .18. at fre-

q.e.cie. i. the range of vibration.
For ship forum we expect the import.”..

of such calculations to be of primary interest
in ship vibration problems (springing,whip?
ping) E“.aluacions with respect to low-frequency
shear forces and bending nkxne”tsundertake” so
far indicate only minor influence of three-
dium”sional effects.

Regarding the subject: “Development of
required ship design computer programs to facil-
itate and expedite the design process”, we are

presently p~epa~ing new rules which explicitly
state the design loads and criteria. ln this
co””ection V. are working o“ a program package
for design and analysis of ship. The program
involved will either be ..1. dependent or used
i“ direct analysis. Many progxaw are not purely
a tool for a“alysi”g a give” str”ct”re, b“t
will calculate the required sca”tlings according
to .“1. criteria or specified allowable stresses.
The package ca” he used during all stages of
the design process and will assist the designer
i“ his e“eryday tasks. Some programs of primary
interest are listed below,

section Program.

This programanalysesa givensectionor
calculatesthe dimensionsof all longitudinal
elementsaccordingto our new rules. AnY ship
type and arbftrarychosensectionscan he handled.
The program can al.o be used for shear flOw
analysis at any open or closed (multicell)sec-
tions.

Frame Analysis Frograms.
One of these programs has proved co ha a

very powerful tool for the designer. This is
due to advanced method and data generation with
excellent accuracy combined with low cost. The

program can be used for analysis of the pri~ry
stiffening system of any ship type or weight
optirmizatio”of the transverse web frames a.p-
plying either fully stressed or SUMC optimization
tech”.qies.

lMCO ArrangementDesign.
This is also a powerfd toolwhen dealing

with largetankersas a S!JMToptimizationtech-
nique is used to find the “best”tank arrange-
mmt which fulfillthe lMcOregulations.

Hydrodynamic Calculations.
our series of programs for prediction of

the ship notion and response in regular or ir–
regular seaways will be used.

All programs may be used separately or
integrated with operation o“ a common database.
Connections to our PRELIKON and SESAM-69 system
will ensure flexibility and good efficiency.

C. W. Coward, Member
The .“thor has give” the reader . good

peek into the current approval and associated
research activities at ABS. liehas do”. a great
job of condensing a very large .mmu”t of mate-
rial into manageable size a“d yet retained
enough detail, examples, etc. to assure that the
paper will gee much u.e aS a ~efere..e document
by those of .s involved in ship str”cture.1de-
sign.

MY .o~ents will be restricted t. one
specific area, namely the s“hject of stress
co”ce”tr.ations. Fig”r. 35 of the paper shows
a“ example of calculated stress i“te”sities
around a hatch corner. As can be seen in the
Figure, local stresses c.” become quite large.
This raises questions as to the acceptability
of the design. ln such ..s.s, acceptability
c.” be justified, as pointed out i,.the paper
by the fact that, when a local stress reaches
the elastic limit, a redistribution of stresses
in the area begins a“d elastic limit stress
levels are not exceeded unless the basic stress .
reaches that level. It can also be pointed
o“t that the c?.lc”latedstresses represent tbe
worst co”ditio” of loading expected during the
life of the ship. It can be stated that similar
concentration conditions have always existed in
various locations o“ all ships. If the same
type of analysis were performed for hips which

&

ha”e experienced “o structural failure through-
out their life, it is safe to say that stress
intensities greater than yield stress would be
identified in certain locations.

Thi. type of rationale may satisfy one who
has a great deal of structural design experience
b“t it is difficult to convince a concerned



ship huye, in this manner. It is also inconsist-
ent with the .wphi.tication involved in de-
veloping the loads by ship motions programs and
the fine mesh finite element stress analyses
uses to identify the stress patterns. The
following is offered as a rational method of
establishing the acceptability of local, high
stress intensities which ... certain to emerge
as structural analyses become more detailed
and comprehensive.

Even though local high stresses tend to be
redistributed when the elastic limit is reached,
many occurrences could resnlt in failure of the
material due to fati~ue. Figure 1 is tbe famil-
iar S-N curve for an ABS steel which might be
found in a deck with a hatch opening. Assuming
the hatch corner is s. configured that the worst
loading conditions the ship will ever see in-
duces local maximum and minimum stress intensi-
ties of 50 ksi and 5 ksi respectively, the relat-
ionship between alternating stress and number

of cycles (lOs) currently being used is depicted
Figure 2.

7.!

From ASME Boiler a“d Pressure Vessel Code
(Sections 111 and VIII, Division 2), the .alter-
zw.ting .streeebecome.:

alt. = ? (G- .,. _Tmin) = ~ 45 ksi for N = 10”

Since the stress et times exceeds the yield
stress of the material, an equivalent alternating
stress component for zero mean stress must be
calculated:

0- altG-eq”iv. — _ O-alt
~ o-mill – - = 1.08 malt

U-ult
1-=

Vea.iv = ~ 4S.75 ksi

The equivalentalternatingstressis also
plottedin Figure2.

UsingFigures1 and 2, we can determine,for
an~ numberof cyclesof loading,botb the equiva-
lent levelof stressand the fatiguestrength.
Dividingtbe fatiguestrengthby the equivalent
stresslevelresultsi“ a factorof safety
againstfatig.efailurefor thattwuberof cycles.
Tf@s, then,IS plOttedin Figure3. unlessthe
mrve dips belowa factorof safetyof 1.0,it
may be concluded that for any anticipated con–
ditions of loading during the life of the ship,
eve” though local stress intensities might oc-
casionally become .wmme, structural failure
should not occur.

It is expectedthat,in the f.t”re,com-
puterprogramswill hmdle thistype of situa-
tion as a normalthing. 1 submit that this will
be necessaryto take full advantageof .“. grow-
ing abilityto betteridentifyloadsand strw-
turalrespomes for complex structures of ships.

We are at an interimpoim at present. In
additionto designing ships to regulatory body
rules, we perform the more sophisticated analyses
and identify areas of high stress and modify
str”ct”res accordingly. On the other band, areas
of low stress are not modified unless scantlings
exceed those required by regulatory body rules.
1 do “ot suggest that we throw away the ,“1.s,
b“t we n“st be willing to develop confidence i“
o“r new tech”iq”es, be assured that all factore
are considered, and co”tin”e to move toward
accepting the results “o matter how they cou.-

pa~e with the nor. .imple, empirical ~rh.ds of
the pat.

Gordon G. Piche, Member
Mr. Stfansen’s paper presents an excellent

overview of many facets of the design and anal-
ysis of ship1s structure. The paper calls o“t
what can be done in such areas as Ii”ear and
“o”-linear static stress analysis, dynamic re-
sponse analysis, thermal stress analysis and
initial distorti.” influences; however, it only
hints at the price i“ manpower, time and money
that must be paid in order to carry out these
a“alyw+s. The old axiom “you do”1t get somethir,~
for nothing” was never truer than when applied
to str”ct”ral analysis using the finite element
methods.

,

PIograms such ANSYS, NASTSAN, DAISY and
MARC are very maphisticated computer programs
that require the very latest a“d largest in
computer hardware. The user of these programs
must spend many hours learning how to use these
prograu, <n fact, curse. are offered for that
.easo”.
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After one has become familiar with the

Program and dete~ined what information is
needed, a discretized model of the structure
must be created. It is in the creation of the
model that Lb. ingenuity of the user must bold
forthif a valid solutionto the problmeis to
be obtaimd. In additim to the creationof
the model,loadsa“d constraintsmust be
selected,Dd appliedsuch that tbe modelwill re-
spondlike the real structure. The preparation
of tbe data to create, constrain and load a
large three.dimensionalfinite-element model is
usually measured in “eeks and often uontbs.
Meet general purpose finite element programs
have preprocessors which aid in preparing the
data necessary for computer solution. Tbe pre-
processors can 8isnificantly reduce the time
for data preparation.

The computers required to do extensive
finit. element analysfs are large and very fast.
But eve” these computers require minutes of cen-
tral processing time (CPU) to build up and then
decompose the stiff”ass matrix associated with
large three dimension problems. Costing ,any-
where from 15 to 50 cents a CPU second, these

erOblew consume hundreds of dollars quite
rapidly.

The result from a finite element analysis
is thousands of pieces of information detailing

the forces, nwme”ts, displ.aterne”ts, rotations
and stresses. These ““mbers must be sorted

into usable infor~tion. generally graphically.
In this area, the post-processors available
with the general purpose programs came to Cbe
engineer’s rescne. Stress contour plots a“d
deflected shape plots allow rapid reduction of
the volumi”o”s informatio”.

Ae is apparent from Mr. Stia”sen1s paper,
there has been a lot of emphasis toward develop-
f“g pre and post procee.sors for finite elerme”c
programs in recent years. Tbe8eprocessors
..s. tbe burdenof datapreparatfo”and result
redwtion a“d make the finite element method
more attractive to those who cannot afford a
large commitment in manpower, time and money.
The Coast Guard found itself in precisely thie

Position.
With manpowerceilingsi“ its, varioustech-

nicaloffices,tbe finiteelementmethodcould
be wed for only sm.alland u“mual applications.
To put the finiteelementanalysismethodi“ tbe
hands of its naval architects and rrarineengineers,
the Nercba”t ifarineTech”ical Division of the
U. S. Coast Guard has begun using the GIFTS sy,-
tem which was created by Dr. Hussein A. Kamel
a“d bis group at the University of Arizona. Mr.
Stiansen has briefly described the GIFTS program
i“ his Paper. 1 would like to add that o“r ex–
PerienCe with the program has shown that ie is
quite easy to use, even for the novice, and
that the mesh generators, loading and constraint
routines .a”dgraphic displays reduces to a
.VJllpleof days problems that would have take”
six or eight weeks otherwise.

Interactive graphics is surely the path to
follo” toward red”cir,gtbe manhour requirement

associatedwftb tbe FSM. The additional cost
for interactive graphics appears to be more than
offset by the savings i“ manhours. GISTS “se.
low-cost storage tube terminals i“ a Cimeshari”g
e“viror,mer,t.

1 would tend to disagree with the a“tbor,s
statement “Interactive systems find their great-

est use in design work,,. That may have been t.”.
over the last couple of years, hut 1 think more
and more interactive graphics will become cbe

Preferred method for engineers to interface with
finite element programs for all types of applica-
tions.

1 would .1.s.point out that figures 52
and 53 i“ the paper were not obtained from the
GIFTS.program. These figures show the use of a
refreshed scope terminal, where GIFTS use only a
storage tube terminal; however, plots such a.
this are obtainable from the GIFTS system.

Vladimir Bob.”, Associate Member
The author with his able associates have

e~ovfded a comprehensive summary of the many
computer programs i“ use today aud his paper
contains a large amount of “sef”l i“for~tion.

The trend i“ the last decade to build
larger end larger vessel, necessitated a de–
velopme”t of cormp”terizedtechniques for the
analytical approach to ship structural design.
The fast pace of developr,e”tof many programs
a“d techniques initially created some confusion
in the industry as to which program is best
suited for a particular de.signproblem. The
author gtves some insight into tbe programs
that are available a“d their capabilities.

In additior,to the listing of programs a“d
their capabilities, the author emphasize the
need for correlation between theoretical and
experimental results. Please note, however,
that o“, or several confirmation tests cover-
ing longitudinal strength programs ..” hardly

give the cOmelete answer for tbe long-term sta-
tistical prediction. Additional correlation is
required to obtain complete c.a”fide”cei“ the

program.
For commercial reasons it sotnetimesmay be

necessary to keep certain data or program tecb-
nolog.yco”fide”tial. Because of this situation
it is Inevitable that some duplication between
Societiee will occur. It is hoped, however,
that through lACS (I”ter”a.tional Association of
Classificatio” Societies) a greater i“tercba”ge
of inform.atio”will occur which will be benefi-
cial to tbe industry. This does “ot mean that
Classification Societies shonld have exactly
the same rules or the same philosophy but they
should try to best utilize the i“formatio” at
hand “hich will satisfy the shipbuilding i“dus-
try at large, i.e., i“tercbange of i“formatio”
on str”ct”ral defects.

Papers generally tell how to do something
but equally important, a“d which is oft,” lack-
ing, is that the papers fail to tell one ~

not to do something. ~lly details “hfch are
very im~ortar,t i“ the overall structure are
superficially treated. Their importance is
often misunderstood by the academic community.
Because of this, many ship owners are disap-
pointed when they have to pay large repair bills
to solve problem. which should have bee” solved
initially. Such problems are capable of solu-
tion and hopefully will be solved hy the ap-

propriate come.ter programs with the proper
atte”tio” to details. 1“ practice many minor
str”ccural defects are corrected as they appear
but at to”siderable cost and often “ith no as-
surance that the same or similar defects “ill
not she” up again. TO many people these are
“nuisance prohlev.s”b“t they forget that to the
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owners who pay the bill they are anything but
a nuisance.

AS an example of the foregoing,I referto
the crackswhich occurredin the forwardmost
cargotanks of the first generatfo” VLCC’s.
These cracks were located in way of the inter–
section of the side longitudir.alsand transverse
webs. D“. to the poor connection detail he–
tween the side longitudinal and transverse web
the co””ection failed. This fail... resulted
in some minor shell cracks which presented .
poll”tio” hazard. Due to the urgency of elimi-
nating the pollution hazard these cracks were
very expensive to fix. This situation occurred
on many VLCCts, which were built in various
countries and shipyardsand classedwith several
ClassificationSocietiesafterabout20 - 24
month,of ,ervice.

The author also meat<.”. a statistical ap-

p~oa.h which wfll hopefully give us s futu~.
tool in problem solving. The failing with a
statistical approach basically is the reliabil-
ity of the variables. The n“rmberof “ariables
used, the importance of the “ariable and the
number of variable readings have to be .on-
sidered when e.”alyzfngthe results of the sta–
tistical approach method.

W. have oftan heard that since C1assifica–
tion Societies have their rules and various
computer programs, there is “o need for an
i“df”ld”al computer program investigation. In
fact, for special or novel design, a sound en-
gineering approach utilizing computer techniques
is a necessity irrespeett”e of what C1assifica–
cion Societies might or might “ot do on plan
review.

A combin.d effort is required from industry,
the u“i”ersfties, the Classific.atio”Societies
and Ship Structure Committee in order to
produce a sound Structural design. All should
he involved in combining or extracting useful
features from existing program instead of
creating more programs for every day use in prac-
tical shipbuilding.

H“ynh duc Bau, Visitor
The author should be commended and thanked

for this very comprehensive revie” of cortpu-
tacional techniques currently under use in ships
design.

The paper covers a “id. range of topics a“d
it is thus understandable that detailed treat-
ment can not be made of any particular point of
interest. However, this discusser would like to
see the author’s further comrerms on the follow-
ing:

Computerprogramssophistication

The computer programs ne”tio”ed in the

paper (Table 1, eg N-5) are quite e.we.f.1 and
sophistitated. The table would presumably be
twice as long if one had to compile all a“ail-
able programs o“ the market. Considering:

a) The present knowledge of design loads
b) The degree of ignorance concernf”g safety

factor,
c) The time a“d dollar cost that o“e must

expect to pay for such complexity and sophfsti-
cation.
The author’s comments are sought regarding
whether a common effort should be undertake”

by the corun”nityof ship structural designers
to halt this escalade toward excessive computers
accuracy

Such “undertakingas FU1l Hull Finite E1e-
ment are no doubt useful and certainly interest-
ing. However, straingnagesadequatelyfitted
couldhave provided,at lessercost,ccmfirma-
tionof the validityof Navierbeam theory(Fig.
h of the paper).

Furthermore,aftera littleover one decade
of computeraidedstructuralcalmlations,ef-
fortsare stilloverdwato developsimple,yet
accurateenough,designguidelinesor cziteria.
Indeed,with progressbeingmade in the field
of optimizatio”and approachto fail”,,,pres–
sure .Oomr or laterwill he exertedo“ Regda-
toryBodiesfor tangibleanalyticalformations
of structuralrequirementsto permitefficieat
evaluationof structuralload carryingcapabil-
ities (transverseelements)or economicalopti–
mu criteria.

This approachhas bee” adoptedby B.rea”
Veritasconcurrentlywith the directengi”eer–
ing analysisof modernship1s design. Since
1973,BureauVeritasRoles and Reg”lationshave
been directedtowardsuch aim.

Influence of Structural Reliabilit~ (Fg. N-17)

The author quite rightly qualifies the
classical approach to ship design as a “piece-

by-piece” Procedure not allowing for simultaneous
occ.rre”ce of fafl”re modes. However, at the

Present State-of-the-Art,Reliability Analysis
(full prohablistic approach) is still very irr,-
mature a“d 1“ almost all cases excludes u,ultl-
nmdal failures (impossibilityof a“.alytical
formulations of load and resist.”.. distrib.–
tio”s). The “at”,, of the problems resides not
in the approach to the safety factor, h“t in-
deed in the fonr.”lacio”of criteria for multi-
modal failure oec”rrence. Moreover, Reliability
Analysis for multi-members str”ct”re (shipts
transverse elements) for practical reasons does
not, *S yet, provide a valid s“bsttt”te to the
classical approach of the weakest link.

Thus, roughly speaking, computer aided
design procedures, IIIirnprovi”gthe comp”ta-
tio” of design loads and structural response
have, in the sane time, rendered the form”lati.”
of efficient a“d economical failure critexia
somewhat ““attainable. The advance in compu–
tation should be matched by a better knowledge
of resistance distributions.

Interpretations of Computer Result (Fg N-18-N22)

1.– The 25% increase i“ the lo”gitudi”al
stress in way of the bilge actrib”ted by the
author to 10C.1 pert”rbatlon due to horizontal
messures on the end bulkheads is somewhat sur-
P.isiw.

NO pertf”ent discussto” can be made without
a better knowledge of the “,ss,1’s structure.
Hove”er, it can be said that for such l.aadi”.q
pattern the classical (Navier bean) approach-to

,

the Hull gicdex bending moment ignores the fol-
lowing pert”rbatio”s:

a) Relative deflection between longitudi-
nal primary rtemhers

b) Longit.di”al stress d“. to reactions in
way of transverse e“d bulkhead, due to hydro–
static pressure8.
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c) Horizontal hydrostaticpressures
(Poissoneffect)

Perturbations(b)and possibly(c)can be
of non neglibleimportanceaccordingto the
stiffeningsystemused for the transversebulk-
heads.

ln the case discussed in the paper the
above seems not applicable to the bottom longi–
t“dinal stress and to midsection (11-11). The
authors further explanation would be much ln-
str”ctlve, partic”larly in providing indication

of the transverse structure in the ballasted
tanks.

2.- The example of the connecting detail
(Fig. 40) is very much interesting. This de-
tail has been, time and again, discussed. As
mentioned by the author it has been subjected
to “N”isance Cracks”. The explanation give” is
quite clear. This example provide, an excellent
demonstration of the capability but .1s. limita-
tion of the cormp”ter. Indeed, the finite ele-
ment c?.lc”lationhas provided 2 alternate de-
signs. However, such c.lc”lation ass”rres:

a) A perfect alignment between the lotrgi-
tudi”alfs face plate and the atiffener allowing
thus a theoretical perfect stress flow.

b) No discontin”ity at the transverse bulk-
head (“elding).

Thus Nuisance Cracks can still develop
should above details not be perfectlyexecuted,
a“d the author’sclaimregardingthe reduction
i“ weightmay be compem+atedby heavierlabor
cost.

Would the authorpleaseindicatewhether
the secondmodifieddesignhas been actually
built?

2.- Design loads, dynamic Ioadi”g (Pg. 25)
The author’s assertlo” regarding cargo weight
should be sone”hcattempered in regard to:

a) Liquid cargo motion
b) Bulk/ore cargo pressures
Research and computers c.alc”lationhave

been undertaken but much remains to be done.
B“rea” Veritas has undertaken full-scale data
measurement in this field. The same comment
may apply to the vessel’s weight transverse
distribution regarding rolling calculation.

Would the author please comment further on
the remark (Pg. 26) of better accuracy in forces
COmp”t.atio”. Strip theory (OSM) assumes a 2 –
dimensional water flow around non I.terreacting
strips. Thus, the method should lead to higher
inaccuracy of computed wave-induced loads as
they, nor. than the vessels motion., are subject
to interaction between transverse sections.

Regarding the two procedures for long-term
load predict%.”,would the author please provide
further clarification as to:

e) The need to account for non energy
linearity in heavy sea stateand for spectrum
non-narrowness(assymetricshapeof largewaves)
when consideringlow probabilitiesof occurrence.

b) #my experimentalbasis for the Galtoni.n
distributionof long.termwave characteristics
(Gauasianshort-termwave elevationcompounded
by a ga.s.i.n lik.lyhOOdOf occurrence)be.ides
the Jasper’s1956 measurement in the North
Atlantic.

c) ‘l%.need of using extreme value approach
considering that full-scale data are collected
over a short period of time compared to ship’s
life. More.”.. the tail of the gaussian short-
tenn distribution of wave elevation (yielding

the Rayleighlan distribution) should be modi-
fied for the long-tern trend since for long-
tern predict<.” and ultimate strength design the
bulk of the data is of little significance.

Author,s C1OSU,,

The author thank. the discussers for their
interest a“d for their valuable comments on the
vaxious subject8 u.entio”ed i“ the paper. Since
the paper is a general review survey-type ef-
fort, it could not go more deeply into many of
ft. compmre”t subjects, any of which “ould merit
em entire paper.

on the snbject of computer programs, 1
thank Mr. Arnts.m for his comments and his pre-
sentation of the ship des-ig”er*s viewpoint with
regard to computer techniques.

Conip”terprograms have been i“ereasing
their capabilities and decreasing their running
time and cost to the point where it is better
to analyze a more representative, albeit more
complex, structure than to intrcduce simplify-
ing assumptions whose attnracy is bound to be
questionedat a laterstageof the design. The
careful planning amd full ““dersta”dlng advo-
cated by MI. Ar”tso” are necessary for any
engineerl”g problem, b“t a trade-off study be-
tween a bigger computer model .a”dthe extra
engineering time necessary to establish a“d

justifY simPlifYfns assumptions may well lead
to the choice of the former over the latter.

1 thank Mr. Cheshire f.. his c.mm”t, a“d
fi“d it encouraging that Lloyd1s Begfeter IS
utilizing the many capabilities of NASTRAN in
its computer-aided analysis of ships.

The Analysis options given in Table 1 of
the paperare const.mtly being expanded;this
is . desirableand progressivefeatureof
presentday tornp”terutilization.As Mr. Ches-
hire pointsout, NASTRANcapabilitiesare being
expandedand all the otherprograrmshe” similar
trends. The planned and immediate obsolescence
of Table 1, or any such similar compilation, is
a welcome sign of progress and improvement in
the field of cornp”ter-afded design and analyei..

1 thank Mr. B.. for his discussion, and
agree with the statement that a table such as
Table 1 could be considerably longer (much more
than twice as long) if all the available pro-
grams were listed. 1 must point out, however,
that the present knowledge of design loads is
increasing, the degree of ignorance concerning
safety factors 1s decreasing and the time and
dollar cost for any given degree of cornp”ter
complexity and sophistication is greatly de-
creasing. This points to the conclusion that
large-scale finite element analyses are a neces-
sary component of a reliable and cost–effective
design.

0“ the subject of reliability, 1 would like L
to point out that refinement of the design pra–
cess as well as material and production controls
will not insure total confidence in any analysis.
Eve” if any p.rticm of the design uncercz,inties
is minimized, if “ot eliminated, the ra”don
statistical nature of applied loads, (waves,
etc.) will always indicate the need for a
reliability approach i“ structural design.
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k. has been pointed out, a better knowledge
of resistance distributions is indeed necess.arj’
for the formulation of efficient and economical
failure criteria. Computer techniques tan be
called upon in the analysis of these resistance
distrfbutio”s just as they are used in improving
tbe calculation of design loads. 1 therefore
agree with Professor Lewis’ additional recom-
me”daticm to extend the reliability approach
order to determine the load-carrying ability of
the structure.

1 thank Mr. Coward for his valuable co”-
tributio” on the fatigue strength of a highly
stressed hatch corner. IL is, of course,
impossible to eliminate all the structural dis–
continuities which cause high stre.seco”ce”tra-
tions in a ship. The best cech”ique for check-
ing tbe adequacy of a highly stressed .str”ct”ral
detail is @ calculating its fatigue screngtn,
as shown in Mr. Coward’s example.

ln answer to specific queries about some of
the examples of corr,p”eerresults, tbe higher
bilge stresses illustrated i“ Figure 34 are a
result of many structural parameters, but they
are mainly caused by tbe horizontal preS=ure.
o“ the end bulkheads. several horizontal

stringers, extending two web frarnesbeyond the
transverse bulkheads, are present in the ballast
tanks. The example of figure 40 shows that a
cov.p”teranalysis can be performed for different
alignment and .o”tin”ity patterns with a ni”im”ro
of changes in the preparation of data. The ship
in question w.. built with the original design,
a choice made by the shipyard ba.ed on their
evaluation of options under tbe particular appli-
cable circ”rr,stancesat the time.

On the subject of design loads, it is oh-
“<OUS that some areas such .s cargo pressure
distribution, liquid cargo motions .a”dweight
distribution in rolling are not completely de-
fined a“d should be further investigated, as
he. bee” pointed out. The ship and cargo weights
for the case of static loadings rn”stbe to”-
sidered as well defined, however, in relacio” to
the much greater ““certainties present i“ tbe
evaluation of sea loads and inertia forces.

The questions raised hy M,. B.. on the
accuracy of the strip theory a“d clarification
of long-term load predictions go well beyond
the scope of this paper, which emphasizes the

=+pplicati.nof computer programs available in
the industry. Neglecting the interaction be-
tween adjscent sections is one of Che ~eII_
known assumptions of O.S.M. strip theory. A1-
tho”gh these interactions are important, it is
doubtful chat they alone will provide a signift–
cant fmpmveme”t to the .ave-i”d”ced load pre-
dictions. Some of the ocher important factors
to be considered are tbe incorporatic,”of “on-
li”ear rolling into the linearized aq”ations of
rootio”a“d the question of whether the velocity
POtential is govar”ed by the two-dirr,ensio”al
Laplace equation for a ship in an oblique wane.

The considerations of non-linearity as-
sociated with heavy sea states and of the tail
of the Gau.ssia”short-term distribution are
PerCinent to the long-term predfctio”s. H.W-
ever, there is no s“ffIcient full-scale measured
data available to evaluate the theoretical pre-
dictions. For this reason, either of tbe 10r,g-
term prediction methods mentioned in this paper
01 the suggested extreme-value approach provide
only a refereuce for practical design p“rposee.

1 thank Mr. Boban for his comments, and 1
agree that greater confidence in the longitudinal
strength programs can be obtained by a greater
number of correlation tests.

h the subject of classification ,“1,. and
engineering analysis, 1 would like to point o“t
in reply to Mr. Bobtanthat m-my classification
societies, a“d ABS in particular, co”d.ct re
search investigations utilizing numerous
computer Programs and tech”iq”es, quiee apart
from the plan review. This is an area “here ex-
change of information and collaboration i“ the
acquisition of measured data would be beneficial

t. the entire industry. The I“ternatfon.alAs-
sociationof classificationsocieties(IAcs)is
“orkingin this general direction of unification.

The owner1s design agent is a very imPor-
tant a“d busy member of the design process. He
must know the owner,s reqnireme”ts for a par-
tic”l.arde.ign and then translate then Into a

Pr.PerlY engineeredshipwhichwill satisfy
theserequirements. No classific.atio”s.ci,tY
c.” takehis place. At b.,t, , .Ia,.ification
society can provide design as.sista”cein certain

area. of it. expertise, such as tbe development
of structures.

1 thankM.. Ahrahamsenfor his comments
a“d his present.ationof some of the research
work undertaken by Det norske Veritas. On the

subj.Ct that he mentions, development of re-
quired ship design computer programs to facili-
tate and expedite the design process, 1 again
emphasize the importance of the computer i“
changing tbe ways of design, elimi”ati”g cumber-

some tables and equations, and enabling cla.si-
ficatior,societies to inpleme”t these chs,”ges.
1“ the case of ABS, these trends are reflected
in the development of the RULESCANT program
mentioned in the paper and the exte”slon of the
R“l.s to permit plan approval based on e“gineer-
i“g principles.

1 tha;kCommanderFiche for his contrib”-
tio” co computerwage experiencesat the Coast
Guard,specificallywith the GIFTS System. ln
amwer to his commentson interactivegraphics,
1 would like to point.W thatwith the i“-
creaeedavailabilitya“d decreased cost of

inrer.ctf.fegraphics, its use will expand
thro”gho”t the i“d”stry. H.waver, by i~~ very
nature of being a picture version of a conver-
sational process between ma” and m.achi”e, its

greatest use is, and shouldco”tin.et. b,, for
designwork. This is “OC to mi”fmizethe appli-
cation a“d importance of interactive graphics In
other phases of engineering, where its .s. is
also on the i“crea.e.

In answer to Commander Piche,s specific
question, Figures 52 and 53 in the paper are i“-
deed from the GIFTs Program. They ~ere obtained
on the PDP 15 System used by Dr. Samel at the

University of Arizona, where the system .am
operate either o“ a storage tube ternt”al or a
refresher tube terminal.

M.. Ar”tsor,ts example detailing error de-
tection by means of computer graphics is a good &
tYPical case history t. illustratethe advamages
of this tech”tq”e.

1 .1.s.thank Frofessor Lewis for his val”-
able comments a“d his information on the latest
results of some of the research conducted at
Webb Institute.

1 appreciate the interest and the contri-
bution of all the discussers.
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